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"It is the generations of children to come who appeal
to us to save them from the affliction which we have
endured and forgotten." WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY.



HANDBOOK OF SIMPLIFIED SPELLING

PART 1

ENGLISH SPELLING
AND

THE MOVEMENT TO IMPROVE IT

Spelling, Its True Function

Spelling was invented by man and, like other human
inventions, is capable of development and improve-
ment by man in the direction of simplicity, economy,
and efficiency. Its true function is to represent as

accurately as possible by means of simbols (letters)

the sounds of the spoken (i. e. the living) language,
and thus incidentally to record its history. Its prov-
ince is not, as is often mistakenly supposed, to indicate

the derivations of words from sources that ar in-

accessible except to the learned, or to perpetuate the

etimologic gesses of the partly learned.

Anomalies of English Spelling

English spelling, owing to the conditions that gov-
ernd the growth of the English language, now presents

many anomalies. The same letter, or combination of

letters, often represents many different sounds; while

the same sound is often represented by many different

letters, or combinations of letters.

The combination ough, for example, represents at

least 9 different sounds in the words cough, rough,

though, through, plough, hough, thorough, thought,

hiccough; and the sound of e in let is represented in at

least 12 other ways in the words aesthetic, bury, head,
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friend, heifer, foreign, Leicester, leopard, many,
oecumenical, said, says.

There ar at least 20 different ways of representing
the sound of sh, as in ship (ship, sure, issue, mansion,

schist, pshaw, conscience, conscientious, moustache,

nauseous, suspicion, partial, partiality, mission, ocean,

oceanic, machine, fashion, fuchsia) ; at least 24 ways
of representing the sound of a, as in fate (a, aye, 6ay,

arraign, straight, weigh, vane, vain, vein, obey, allegro,

reign, champagne, gauge, demesne, gaol, Gael, dahlia,

halfpenny, Maine, matinee, ballet, eh, yea) ; and so on.

Many words contain, in writing and printing, letters

that ar not sounded at all in speech, as b in lamb, debt;
c in scissors; e in are, have, heart, lived; g in dia-

phragm; h in ghost, school, rhyme; u in build, honour,

mould; etc.

Our spelling has become so irrational that we ar

never sure how to spel a new word when we hear it, or

how to pronounce a new word when we read it.

Like Chinese

Indeed, the present tendency in the scools is to dis-

regard the fonetic basis of English spelling, and to

treat the written and printed words as ideografs like

Chinese the pupils being taught to recognize a word

by its appearance as a whole, rather than by a futil

attempt to analize the supposed sounds of the letters

composing it. Vast amounts of mony and incalculable

years hav been spent in efforts, never wholly success-

ful, to teach children to memorize the intricate and
unreasonable combinations of letters that convention-

ally represent the spoken words of the English tung
a feat that, more than any other accomplishment, is

unreasonably assumed to stamp them as "educated".
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English Spelling Originally Fonetic

English spelling was at first practically fonetic, like

the spelling of Latin, Spanish, Italian, Polish, and
most other languages, and changed as pronunciation

changed. In its case, however, various causes com-

bined to interfere with this orderly process. Among
them wer the variations in the early dialects, the dif-

ferent spelling sistems of the Norman conquerors, the

later different spelling sistem of the imported Dutch

printers, the bungling attempts during the Renaissance

to make our spelling "etimological," and the continual

ingrafting of words from other living tungs in their

foren spellings spellings that they retaind with

slight modifications after their pronunciation had

greatly changed in English speech.

English writers before the invention of printing, and
for some time afterward, largely followd their own
notions in regard to spelling, but the general aim was
to indicate the pronunciation of the spoken word ; and
it is possible for scolars to determin with a fair degree
of accuracy how English was pronounst at different

periods in those days.

Invention of Printing, Effect on Spelling

With the invention of printing, however, English

spelling began to cristalize into more or les fixt forms.

This took place gradually thru the action of the

"chapels", or printing houses, in selecting from the

current spellings of a given word the one that most

pleasd the fancy of the master printer, and adopting
it as the "office stile". Unfortunately, the earliest

printers of English wer nativs of Holland, who, with
far too little knowledge of English or of its proper pro-
nunciation to fit them to be arbiters of English spelling,
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nevertheless changed the forms of many words to con-

form with their Dutch habits of orthografy. The un-

necessary h in ghost (Dutch gheest, but later geest),

aghast, ghastly, gherkin, ar examples of this influence,

which also produced ghess, ghest, ghittar, etc. in

which the h gave place to u under French influence

and ghospel, ghizzard, ghossip, etc., from which the h
was later simplified away.

Printers Disagree

There was lack of sistem, moreover, even in the best

printeries. Tipe-setters wer largely itinerant, carry-

ing their own ideas of spelling with them. Proof-

reading was a tipe-setter's job, and often il-done. It is

not unusual to find different spellings of the same word
sometimes on the same page in books printed as

late as the 18th Century.
The cristalization of our spelling became more uni-

form as printers, in time, for their own convenience,
conformd their respectiv "stiles" more closely to one

another. But there has never been entire agreement
among printers on questions of spelling, capitalization,

punctuation, etc.; and every office today has its own
stile sheet or stile book, which is likely to differ in

some particulars from those of other printeries.

Early Spelling Reformers

Under the gidance of craftsmen, rather than of

scolars, the spelling of English nevertheless continued

to exhibit interesting variations, as many writers, in

their efforts to spel words more nearly as they pro-

nounst them, from time to time succeded in overcoming
the disinclination of the printers to deviate from their

accustomd practis.
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While some of these writers desired merely to giv

expression to their individual preferences in spelling,

there wer others who made deliberate efforts to bring
about a general orthografic reform. As early as 1554

John Hart wrote a book on the "unreasonable writing
of our English toung", and 15 years later he publisht

"An Orthographic" containing his proposals for the

improvement of English spelling. In the meantime, Sir

John Cheke (1557) and Sir Thomas Smith (1568),
both secretaries of state of Edward VI, had advocated

in print radical reforms in spelling, the latter pro-

posing an alfabet of 37 caracters. William Bullokar

(1580) also suggested an alfabet of 37 caracters; Dr.

Gill, a celebrated master of St. Paul's Scool, London,

suggested (1619) one of 40; and Bishop Wilkins

(1633) another of 37.

James Howell, in his "Grammar" (1662), urged a

number of simplifications in spelling, some of which
such as honor for honour, logic for logique, sin for

sinne, war for warre, bodily for bodilie, bear for

beare, wit for witt, and their analogs ar now in

general usage; while others bel for bell, tru for true,

etc. ar still regarded by many as startling innova-

tions. John Ray publisht (1691) a "Note on the

Errours of Our Alphabet".
These names do not by any means exhaust the list

of 16th and 17th Century scolars who cald attention

to the lack of sistem in English spelling, and suggested

plans for bettering it.

Classical Influences

In the meantime, and more particularly in the 16th

Century, many writers of English, more familiar with

the literatures of Greece and Rome than with the his-
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tory of their nativ tung, sought to emfasize their clas-

sical erudition by attempts to indicate in their spelling

the real or supposed derivations of English words from
the Latin and the Greek. In this way b came to be in-

serted in debt by those who deemd it important to trace

the origin of the word directly back to the Latin deb-

itum, rather than thru the French dette (early modern

English dette, det). Thus, too, came c into scissors,

from a supposed derivation of the word from the Latin

scindere, whereas its true basis is caedere, to cut. The
Old French form is cisoires. Chaucer has sisoures.

So, also, came s into island, assumed to be derived, like

isle, from the Latin insula, whereas the i really repre-
sents a quite independent Old English word that sur-

vives in ey-ot, Batters^ea, Angles-ey, Aldern-ey, etc.

Isle itself, tho so speld in the earliest Old French, with

the s pronounst, had been simplified to He, to accord

with the changed pronunciation, at the time the word
was adopted into Middle English as He, yle. It was

speld He by Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Milton, and other

modern English writers.

Unsounded and Unsound

The unsounded and misleading g was inserted into

sovereign thru a desire to connect it with reign -(Latin

regnare) , whereas the word comes from the Low Latin

superanus, and is speld souerain by Chaucer, sovran

by Milton. The g's in foreign, deign, campaign, hav

not even so poor an excuse as this for their use; they

can only plead an indefensible analogy. But the g looks

learned to the uninformd, and makes the spelling

harder. Examples of such pedantic distortions of

English spelling during this period might be multiplied

indefinitly.
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Johnson's Dictionary Blocks Progress

Then came Dr. Samuel Johnson. At a time when

English spelling was stil unsettld, when etimology was

largely based on geswork, and English filology was in

its infancy, his literary reputation gave to his diction-

ary (1755) an "authority" far beyond that which it

or, indeed, any dictionary compiled at that time could

possibly merit. His classical leanings led him to pre-

fer spellings that pointed, rightly or wrongly, to Latin

or Greek sources; while his lack of sound scolarship

prevented him from detecting their
'

frequent errors

and absurdities. A good illustration is his preferring

ache to ake. The Middle English verb was ake (Old

English acan) ; the noun was ache (Old English aece,

ece) , pronounst in Shakespeare's time like the name of

the letter h. Altho the pronunciation of the noun had

changed to that of the verb in Johnson's time, he speld

them both ache on a false assumption that they wer

derived from the Greek achos.

Thru whim or indolence he approved in certain in-

stances spellings that wer inconsistent with those he

adopted for other words of the same general clas.

Thus, while retaining the Latin p in receipt, he left it

out of deceit; he speld deign one way, and disdain

another; he speld uphill but downhil, muckhill but

dunghil, instill but distil, inthrall but disenthral. A
few of his inconsistencies wer adjusted by later lexi-

cografers, but more wer not. In other instances his

carelessness permitted him to deviate in the text from

the spellings given in the vocabulary.

Johnson's dictionary, with all its imperfections, was
nevertheless accepted by printers, scoolmasters, and

the general public, as "authoritativ", and its spellings

as "correct". It gave standing to an incorrect theory
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of orthografy, and to a vast number of unhistorical,

illogical, and unsientific forms, a large proportion of

which stil persist, in spite of the efforts of later and

riper scolars including the foremost English lexi-

cografers to introduce reforms. Words that hav

greatly alterd in pronunciation since Johnson's day
continue to be speld as Johnson speld them; and the

change and growth of our flexible language has faild

to be recorded by an orthografy that owes much of its

inflexibility to his influence.

Ineffectiv Protests

Individual protestants against this unsientific rigid-

ity of English spelling continued to arize, but their

protests wer little heeded ; because those competent to

speak with authority wer few in number, and wer gen-

erally too remote from the public ear to make their

voices heard; because they spoke in opposition to pre-

vailing custom and belief; and because they lackt or-

ganization and suitable channels of expression. In

their publisht works they wer compeld to follow the

"office rules" or to pay their own printing bils, which
few of them could afford to do. There has been little

improvement in this respect to the present day.

Benjamin Franklin Urges Reform

Benjamin Franklin, practical printer and filosofer,

utterd his protest against the irrationality of English

spelling in a "Scheme for a New Alphabet and Re-

formed Mode of Spelling" (1768), and later went so

far as to compile a dictionary based thereon, and to

hav special tipes cast for printing it. He thought he

was "too old to pursue the plan", however, and the

work was never printed.
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Noah Webster Carries Out Reforms

Noah Webster, whose "American Dictionary" (1828)

is the basis of all the later revizions and amplifications

that bear his name and of some that do not was

a radical and outspoken advocate of spelling reform.

He set forth his views in an essay on "The Reforming
of Spelling", first printed in 1789, and now available

in a reprint issued by the Old South Association, Bos-

ton. He ventured to simplify several classes of words

in his dictionary, and by so doing arousd a storm of

protest that gradually died down in the United States

as the shorter forms made their way into print and

general usage, and now mark the difference between

the so-cald "American" and "British" stiles. Yet

many, who today habitually use the simplified spellings

Webster introduced, regard any deviation therefrom as

a mark of illiteracy, and denounce all proposed devia-

tions in the direction of further simplicity, and of

Webster's recorded preferences, as iconoclastic, fan-

tastic, and destructiv of English literature.

Dictionary Editors for Simpler Spelling

Some of the earlier editors of Webster, more timid

than he, wer slow to follow his example, but the leading

English lexicografers of the present day hav openly

exprest themselvs in favor of simplifying English

spelling, and hav given place, and sometimes prefer-

ence, in their dictionaries (Century, Oxford English,

Standard, Webster's) to many of the simpler spellings

that hav been recommended by the learned societies of

which they wer members.
Other eminent scolars and writers of Webster's day

and later who cald attention to the imperfections of

English spelling wer William Mitford, Archdeacon
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Hare, Walter Savage Landor, Isaac Pitman, Bulwer

Lytton, Alexander J. Ellis, Horace Mann, Alfred Ten-

nyson, Matthew Arnold, Max Muller, and Jacob Grimm.

Filologists Favor Spelling Reform

Important advances in the study of the history of

English hav been made in the last three-quarters of a

century. More and more scolars, educators, and men
of letters hav become aware that its spelling has faild

to keep pace with its growth or to record its changes,
hav been able to perciev the causes of its backward-

ness and to understand the needless burdens that Eng-
lish spelling imposes on all who hav to learn it, to teach

it, and to use it, and the obstacle it presents to the use

of English as an international language a use for

which, as Grimm pointed out, it is in all other respects

peculiarly adapted. And these scolars and writers,

including men recognized as the highest authorities in

their respectiv fields both in Great Britain and in

America, many of them members of the Philological

Society (London) and of the American Philological

Association, began in the last quarter of the 19th

Century a serious and concerted agitation for the im-

provement of English spelling.

Fonetic Spelling Reformers

A contributing factor was the movement for fonetic

reform that followd Isaac Pitman's invention of fono-

grafic shorthand, at first (1837) cald "stenographic
sound-hand." Seeking to extend the principle of his

sistem to longhand and printing, Pitman, in association

with Alexander J. Ellis, a scolarly filologist and fone-

tician, devized a fonetic English alfabet, promoted it in

his Phonographic Journal (founded 1842), and organ-
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ized the Phonetic Society (1843). His alfabet, as "re-

duced to a satisfactory working state" in 1847, con-

sisted of 40 letters. Of these 16 wer new, and not all

of them wer tipografically good.

Even if Pitman's alfabet had been beyond sientific

and esthetic criticism, it would hav stood little chance

of adoption. The temper of the English-speaking

peoples is unfavorable to violent changes in the written

and printed page. The printing trade wil always op-

pose the addition of new letters to the alfabet and wil

never accept them until forst to do so by an insistent

public demand. To ad several letters at one time would
not only compel every printing house to purchase large

quantities of the new tipes and of specially arranged
cases to hold the enlarged fonts, but would involv

costly los of time while compositors wer learning the

new letters, the new spellings, and the new positions of

all the letters in the new stile of case.

Unsuccessful Experimenters

Actually, Pitman's fonetic alfabet never advanst be-

yond the experimental stage. He kept making changes
that wer confusing to those who tried to follow him,
and that Ellis did not approve, thus dissolving their

association. Pitman's uncertainty encouraged others

in England and America, both educators and lay ex-

perimenters, who had been converted to the fonetic

idea, to put forth individual modifications of the Pit-

man alfabet, and, in some cases, schemes of their own
invention. Several of these experimenters some of

whom had little or no filologic or fonetic training
went to the expense of having special tipes cast, and

sought to defray it by the sale of primers, readers,

books, and periodicals, printed in the new caracters.
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None of them gaind any considerable following.

Teachers and the public wer inclined to regard the con-

flicting schemes of these rival reformers with indif-

ference, or with suspicion as commercial rather than

as purely sientific and educational enterprizes. Never-

theless, this propaganda for fonetic reform, activly

carrid on for more than 30 years by determind, if

mutually disagreeing, enthusiasts, had a beneficial

effect. It undoutedly stimulated filologic experts to

unite in directing public attention to the irrationality

of English spelling, and to make moderate and reason-

able proposals for its gradual simplification.

American Filologists Take Action

The American Philological Association, in 1875, ap-

pointed a committee consisting of Professor Francis A.

March, of Lafayette College; Professor J. Hammond
Trumbull and Professor W. D. Whitney, of Yale; Pro-

fessor S. S. Haldeman, of the University of Pennsyl-

vania; and Professor F. J. Child, of Harvard, to con-

sider the whole subject of the reform of English

spelling. The Association made many recommenda-
tions based on the successiv reports of the Committee.

An International Convention for the Amendment of

English Orthografy was held in Philadelphia. August
14-17, 1876, "to settle upon some satisfactory plan of

labor for the prosecution of the work so happily begun
by the American Philological Association and various

other educational associations in this country and

England". The attendance was widely representativ
of British and American scolarship.
The members of the convention organized as a

Spelling Reform Association; annual and quarterly

meetings wer held, the membership was largely in-
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creast, a Bulletin was issued, addresses wer made,
articles wer written, and in these and other ways the

members "set themselves to produce and concentrate

dissatisfaction with the old spelling". The recom-

mendations of the American Philological Association,

which included certain changes in the alfabet, and

many simplifications of spelling, wer adopted. A spe-

cial list of 11 words, ar, catalog, definit, gard, giv, hav,

infinit, liv, tho, thru, wisht, was approved for imme-
diate use, with particular emfasis on hav, giv, liv.

The desirability of the reform of English spelling

was urged, previous to 1880, by several State Teachers'

Associations, by many influential journals, and by men
of such eminent scolarship as President F. A. P. Bar-

nard, of Columbia; President Noah Porter, of Yale;

President D. C. Oilman, of Johns Hopkins; Professor

A. P. Peabody, of Harvard ; and Professor James Had-

ley, of Yale.

British Teachers and Filologists Organize

The National Union of Elementary Teachers, repre-

senting about 10,000 teachers in England and Wales,

past almost unanimously, in 1876, a resolution in favor

of a royal commission to inquire into the subject of

English spelling with a view to reforming and simpli-

fying it.

A British Spelling Reform Association was organ-
ized in 1879, with A. H. Sayce, professor of filology,

Oxford, as president; and with Alexander Bain, pro-
fessor of

lo^ic, Aberdeen ; Charles Darwin ; Alexander
J. Ellis, president of the Philological Society (Lon-

don) ; J. H. Gladstone, sientist and author of "Spelling
Reform" (1878); John Lubbock; J. A. H. Murray,
editor of the Oxford English Dictionary; Isaac Pit-
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man ; Walter William Skeat, professor of Anglo-Saxon,
Cambridge, and author of the English Etymological

Dictionary; Henry Sweet, the eminent filologist and
editor of Old and Middle English texts; and Alfred

Tennyson on its list of vice-presidents, which included

three former presidents of the Philological Society.

The Philological Society, in 1880, recommended

many changes in the spelling of English words, which
wer printed in a pamflet entitled "Partial corrections

of English spellings aproovd by the Philological So-

ciety". The American Philological Association took

joint action with the Philological Society on the amend-
ment of English spelling in 1883, on the basis of which
24 joint rules wer printed in the Proceedings of the

American Philological Association for that year,

N. E. A. Adopts 12 Words

This movement, begun with so much enthusiasm

both in England and in America, was carrid on in the

United States by the Spelling Reform Association for

more than 30 years. The National Education Asso-

ciation, in 1898, gave its approval to the movement
and adopted the simplified spellings known as the

Twelv Words (catalog, decalog, demagog, pedagog,

prolog, program, tho, altho, thoro, thorofare, thru,

thruout), and has used them in its publications ever

since. (In 1916 the Association adopted the rule for

simplifying -ed to -t, when so pronounst, in past tenses

of verbs. See page 26.)

Unfortunately, while the Spelling Reform Associa-

tion had in its ranks the best scolarship ift the country,

it had in its tresury only such funds as the scolars

themselvs could contribute not enuf to carry on an

effectiv campain.
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Simplified Spelling Board Continues the Movement

When support for an activ propaganda was offerd

by Mr. Carnegie in 1906, the Simplified Spelling Board

was organized to conduct it, drawing its membership
from the American Philological Association, the Philo-

logical Society (London) , the Spelling Reform Associa-

tion, the Modern Language Association of America,
the National Education Association, the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science, and other

representativ bodies of scolars and educators, as wel as

from the front rank of men of letters and men of af-

fairs. The Board thus continues without historical

break the movement started by the American Philo-

logical Association in 1875, counting among its giding

spirits the men most prominently associated with the

movement from its organized beginnings on both sides

of the Atlantic.

Advizory Council

The membership of the Board is, for convenience,

limited to 50; but, in order to hav the benefit of as

wide and representativ expression of educated opinion
as possible in reference to its immediate and future

proposals, the Board invited a large number of scolars,

educators, and others interested in intellectual and
social progress to act as an Advizory Council.

The qualifications for membership in the Council ar

the same as those expected for membership in the

Board a belief in the principle and in the immediate

practis of simplified spelling in some degree, and a

recognized status and influence as educator, scolar,

writer, or man of affairs. It is representativ of all

parts of the country and of all fases of educated

opinion favorable to the general idea that English
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spelling can be and ought to be improved. It consti-

tutes a body upon whose united opinion the general

public may confidently rely. Its membership is ap-

proximately 250.

Purpose of the Board

The chief aim of the Simplified Spelling Board is to

arouse a wide interest in English spelling and to direct

attention to its present caotic condition a condition

far worse than that existing in any other modern

European language in the belief that, when the

peoples who speak English understand how imperfect
for its purpose their present spelling really is, they wil

be eager to aid an organized, intelligent, sistematic

effort to better it, as it has been slowly betterd here

and there by individual effort in the past.

The simplification of spelling is not an unconscious

process, inevitable without human effort. Every
changed spelling now in general use and few words
hav escaped some change in spelling, iether for the

better, as fish from fysshe, dog from dogge, or for the

worse, as rhyme from rime, delight from delite was
once the overt act of a single writer who was followd

at first by a small minority. If there is to be substan-

tial improvement in the future, somebody must be

willing to point the way, to set the example, to propose
the next step in advance.

This responsibility the Board has undertaken in the

interest of the coming generations. Having among its

members not only scolars and educators, men of letters,

and men of affairs, but also specialists in linguistic

sience, including the editors of leading dictionaries

British and American it claims the right to be cred-

ited with some knowledge of the English language, of
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the history of English orthografy, and of the difficul-

ties to be overcome in simplifying it. It believs that

these difficulties can best be met and overcome under

the leadership of an association organized for the pur-

pose, in order that every simplification proposed shal

hav behind it a sufficient weight of educated opinion to

commend its acceptance by the public.

Not Radical or Revolutionary

The Board, accordingly, mindful of the history of

English spelling and the nature of its growth, does not

propose any "radical" or "revolutionary" scheme of

reform, or any sudden and violent changes. Far

from desiring immediately to relax the existing rules

and analogies of English spelling, it aims to make them
more certain, to extend them, and to enforce them, so

as to get rid of needless exceptions and to produce a

greater regularity.

On the other hand, the Board makes no claim to

"authority", and its proposals must stand on their own

merits, each for itself. There is, in fact, no final

standard of orthografy. Nowhere is there any author-

ity to set up such a standard. Spelling is never stable.

All that the accepted dictionaries can legitimately do

is to record the varying usages. Their editors hav

recievd no charter to decide finally between conflicting

forms. Their function is fulfild when they hav stated

the facts.

Gradual and Progressiv
'

The Simplified Spelling Board, however, as an inde-

pendent body of men, who hav at hart only the inter-

ests of civilization, makes its appeal to the reason of

mankind. It desires to establish a better and more
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reasonable usage in respect to the spelling of some

words, and to restore former usage when that is better

and more reasonable than modern usage. It desires to

do this gradually, in keeping with the genius of the

language, and progressivly, in accordance with the

spirit of the race.

Principles Adopted

Its recommendations, accordingly, hav been based
on the following principles :

1) When current usage offers a choice of spellings, to

adopt the shortest and simplest. EXAMPLES : blest,

not blessed(l sil.) ; catalog, not catalogue; center,

not centre; check, not cheque or checque; gage,
not gauge; gram, not gramme; honor, not honour;

license, not licence; maneuver, not manoeuvre;
mold, not mould; plow, not plough; quartet, not

quartette; rime, not rhyme; tho, not though;

traveler, not traveller.

2) Whenever practicable, to omit silent letters. EX-
AMPLES: activ, not active; anser, not answer;

bluf, not bluff; definit, not definite; det, not debt;

eg, not egg ; engin, not engine ; frend, not friend;

hart, not heart; helth, not health; promis, not

promise; scool, not school; shal, not shall; suf-

fraget, not suffragette ; thru, not through ; trolly,

not trolley; yu, not you.

3) To follow the simpler rather than the more complex
of existing analogies. EXAMPLES : aker, not acre;

buro, not bureau; deciet, not deceit; enuf, not

enough; maskerade, not masquerade; spritely,

not sprightly; telefone, not telephone; tung, not

tongue; wize, not wise.
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4) Keeping in view that the logical goal of the move-
ment is the eventual restoration of English spelling
to the fonetic basis from which in the course of

centuries and thru various causes it has widely de-

parted, to propose no changes that ar inconsistent

with that ideal.

Outline of Program

Of course, as long as this process of progressiv sim-

plification is going on, inconsistencies wil remain in

English spelling; but critics should bear in mind that

the inconsistencies ar here now, and that every simpli-

fication adopted reduces the total number and helps to

make the spelling more nearly uniform and more
rational than it was before. Even when every simpli-

fication possible with our present alfabet is adopted,

English spelling, like the spelling of every other lan-

guage, wil stil fall short of sientific precision and per-

fection ; but it wil be vastly improved over what it is

today. If the English-speaking races of that day
should become dissatisfied with the imperfections then

remaining in English spelling, the adoption of a more

nearly fonetic sistem of orthografy may wel be left to

them.

Stedy Progress Toward the Goal

In the meantime, it is no sufficient argument against

making some improvements now that they ar not those

ultimately most desirable. Such an attitude, if uni-

versally maintaind, would hav blockt all progress in the

past. Those who would postpone the encouragement
and adoption of any reform in spelling until a perfect
sistem should be evolvd, ar in the position of those who
would refuse to improve their morals until the arrival
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of the millennium an attitude that would forever pre-
vent it from arriving. And just as there can be no

general agreement among mankind today as to exactly
what the millennium wil be like when it comes, so it is

futil for any man or any body of men to predict the

precise form in which we shal spel when our spelling
shal be as nearly adapted to its purpose as wil satisfy

human requirements.
The best we can do now is to view our goal as an

ideal toward which we must progress with what speed
we may along the way markt out for us by the prin-

ciples that plainly lead to it.

Activities of the Board

The Board maintains an Executiv Office in the City

of New York, and holds an annual meeting in April,

at which it recievs reports of the progress made, dis-

cusses and adopts plans for the future, elects officers,

etc. Between meetings, the work is carrid on under

the direction of the Trustees.

Immediately on its organization the Board began an

activ propaganda by sending forth a preliminary cir-

cular in which it askt those who simpathized with its

aims to take a simple initial step. Inclosed with the

circular was a list of 300 common words of which

alternativ spellings, one more simple and regular than

the others, ar given by the leading dictionaries and

sanctiond by the usage of eminent writers. All who
approved the aims of the Board wer askt to sign a card

agreeing to use the simpler forms as far as practicable.

The response to this circular was beyond expecta-
tion. Within a few months many of the leading filolo-

gists, educators, sientists, and men of letters, announst

their adhesion; and thousands of teachers, fisicians,
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lawyers, clergymen, and other professional men ; busi-

ness men, firms and corporations ; editors and publish-

ers signd the agreement. The number of these "Sign-

ers" is constantly increasing ; but even so, it represents

only a small proportion of those who approve and use

the simpler spellings, as has been establisht by special

canvases and thru correspondence.

Influential Support Enlisted

The Board of Superintendents of New York City in

1906 unanimously recommended the use of the List of

300 Words in the New York City scools.

The Modern Language Association of America, in

the same year, adopted the same list for use in its pub-

lications, and has since accepted the later recommenda-

tions of the Board, and has in some instances gon be-

yond them.

President Roosevelt adopted this list (300 Words)
in his official correspondence; and his recommenda-

tion in 1906 that the Government Printing Office adopt

the same stile, when not otherwize requested, gave the

movement wide publicity. The discussion that followd,

both in the Congress and in the pres, afforded the

frends of orthografic reform an extraordinary oppor-

tunity of which they did not fail to take advantage
to present their arguments and appeals. The results

of this publicity wer distinctly favorable.

The National Education Association, in 1907, ap-

proved the work of the Simplified Spelling Board, and

directed the use of the simpler spellings of the 300

Words in the publications of the Association. (See

also pages 14 and 26.)

State Teachers' Associations in all sections of the

country past resolutions favorable to the movement.
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Leading periodicals and newspapers, including the

Literary Digest, Independent, Current Literature,
Educational Review, Quarterly Journal of Economics,
Chicago Tribune, and Minneapolis Journal, wer prompt
to approve the work of the Board and to adopt some
of its recommendations.

General Progress

In the course of the next 7 years the Board issued

and freely distributed 3 more lists of recommended
spellings; an Alfabetic List of all the words included

in the first 3 lists; and 21 other circulars, setting forth

arguments for the reform of English spelling, written

by eminent men in various callings.

It appointed many volunteer Local Agents ; supplied

speakers of note to make public addresses; organized
a leag of periodicals and newspapers and began in 1909
the quarterly publication of the Simplified Spelling

Bulletin, to serv as a medium of news and discussion.

By these and other legitimate means of publicity the

Board gaind additional thousands of adherents, count-

ing among them a great many members of the facul-

ties of American universities, colleges, and normal
scools ; teachers in elementary and high scools ; profes-
sional and business men. A gratifying number of in-

stitutions of higher learning formally approved the

movement, and adopted the use of simplified spellings
in their official publications and correspondence. Scool

sistems in many cities and towns granted permission
to teach the simpler spellings in their clasrooms; and
the authors of several spelling-books included the

recommendations of the Board iether in the main text

or in an appendix. Commercial firms and corporations
in great numbers, and many of them of high reputa-
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tion, began a rapidly increasing use of simplified

spellings in their office correspondence and advertizing.

Simplified Spelling in Great Britain

In the meantime eminent advocates of better spelling

in Great Britain organized (September 10, 1908) the

Simplified Spelling Society, with eventual objects iden-

tical with those of the Simplified Spelling Board, and

to work in simpathy with it. Its membership included

Walter William Skeat, its first president, James A. H.

Murray, Henry Bradley, F. J. Furnivall, and William

Archer, of Great Britain; James W. Bright, Andrew
Carnegie, and Thomas R. Lounsbury, of America, all

members of the Simplified Spelling Board; Gilbert

Murray, J. W. Mackail, and A. S. Napier, professor of

English, Oxford ; H. C. K. Wyld, professor of English,

Liverpool; William Ramsay, James Bryce, H. Stanley

Jevons, Edward Dowden, Walter Leaf, G. C. Moore

Smith, Frederick Pollock, Alfred W. Pollard, Walter

Ripman, and many other men of distinction in scolar-

ship, letters, and public life.

S. S. S. Makes Rapid Hedway
The Society began at once an activ propaganda, issu-

ing many pamflets and circulars, and publishing a

monthly magazine, the Pioneer of Simplified Spelling.

Its membership rapidly increast, many prominent scool

men and women enthusiastically enlisting for the re-

form. Michael E. Sadler, vice-chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Leeds; H. G. Wells, the novelist; Daniel

Jones; G. B. Hunter, bilder of the "Mauretania" ; W.
H. Rouse, hedmaster of Perse Grammar Scool, Cam-
bridge ; and W. Temple, hedmaster of Repton Grammar
Scool, wer notable recruits.
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International Conferences

A conference between delegates from the Board and
the Society, selected for their filologic competence, took

place at University College, London, in September,
1911. A similar conference, pland for 1914, was pre-

vented by the breaking out of the War. The Society

goes somewhat farther than the Board in its recom-

mendations, and has adopted a fonetic scheme of nota-

tion in which only the present letters of the English
alfabet ar used. The two organizations ar, however,
in thoro accord as to the ultimate aim of the reform;
and the British experiment is watcht with interest

from America.

Imperial Education Conference

An Imperial Education Conference, attended by of-

ficially appointed delegates from all the provinces of

the British Empire, was held in London, April and

May, 1911. "English Spelling and Spelling Reform"
was the subject of addresses by E. R. Edwards, an

Inspector of the Board of Education, and by A. H.

Mackay, Superintendent of Education, Nova Scotia, a

member of the Simplified Spelling Board. The Con-
ference thereupon adopted the following resolution:

That this Conference is of the opinion that the

simplification of English spelling is a matter of

urgent importance in all parts of the Empire,
calling for such practical steps in every country
as may appear most conducive to the ultimate at-

tainment of the end in view the creation, in con-

nection with the subject, of an enlightened public

opinion and the direction of it to the maintenance,
in its purity and simplicity among all English-

speaking peoples, of the common English tongue.
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Petition for an Imperial Commission

Encouraged by this overwhelming expression of

British educational approval, the Simplified Spelling

Society drafted a petition to the Prime Minister, ask-

ing for the appointment of an Imperial Commission,
"which should include scholars, teachers, men of letters,

and men of business", to consider the whole question
of the reform of English spelling, "to report whether

reform be practicable, and, if so, to indicate what

ought to be its nature, and how it may best be intro-

duced". .

Many thousands of signatures hav been obtaind to

this petition in all parts of the British Empire and in

the United States. It wil be presented as soon as con-

ditions ar more favorable for its consideration and for

the carrying out of its specified objects.

Aggressiv Campains in America

The Simplified Spelling Board, shortly after the issue

of its Fourth List, resolvd to propose no further

changes in spelling until the recommendations alredy
made should be stil more widely accepted, but to de-

vote its income and energies mainly to an intensiv field

campain of education. Field Representativs of pro-
fessorial rank wer engaged, and in 1914 an aggressiv

campain was organized to win a more general official

approval of the aims of the Board by the leading edu-

cational institutions of the United States.

Universities, Colleges, and Normal Scools

The results obtaind by this campain in the following

years wer extremely gratifying. Several hundred uni-

versities, colleges, and normal scools, with tens of
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thousands of teachers, and hundreds of thousands of

students, wer led iether to use simplified spellings in

their official publications and correspondence, or to

permit students to use them in written work. Nearly
40 per cent of these institutions, including many State

universities, formally approved the movement, in most
cases by faculty resolution, and adopted in all cases

more than 200 of the simpler spellings, and in some
cases many more.

Returns from a questionary addrest in 1916 to all

the American universities and colleges (exclusiv of

those for Negroes and Indians) listed in the Educa-
tional Directory issued by the United States Euro of

Education, showd that 57 per cent of these institutions

(72 per cent of those heard from) recognized and

accepted the simplified spellings of the Board; and
that nearly 25 per cent had agreed to use simpler spell-

ings in their official publications and correspondence.

Only 18 per cent placed themselvs on record as opposed
to the movement. The institutions comprizing the

remaining 25 per cent iether gave noncommittal ansers

or faild to respond to repeated inquiries.

National Education Association

The most noteworthy result of the Board's activities

among the members of the teaching profession was the

action taken by the National Education Association in

adopting (July 7, 1916) the spelling -t for -ed in past
tenses of English verbs ending in -ed pronounst t, and

in consistently using it in its official publications and

correspondence. The Association, by its acceptance of

this rule which simplifies the spelling of more than

900 words in addition to the Twelv Words adopted in

1898 and by its preference for the simpler of alter-
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nativ spellings having dictionary recognition, as shown

by its action (1907) in directing the use of the simpler

spellings of the 300 Words in its publications, approves
and regularly uses about 1,500 simplified spellings.

Newspapers and Magazines

The rapid increase of educational support encour-

aged the Board to undertake coincidentally a special

campain among editors and publishers to promote the

use of simplified spellings in the pres. As a result,

hundreds of newspapers and periodicals including

the Philadelphia North American; Chicago Post;

Cleveland Press; Cincinnati Post; Worcester Tele-

gram; Detroit Times; Denver Post, News, Times,

Express; Columbus Citizen; Louisville Herald; Des
Moines Capital, News; Topeka Capital, Journal;
Seattle Star; Lincoln Nebraska State Journal, News;
Wichita Beacon; Tacoma Ledger, News; Peoria

Journal; and many other dailies in important citfes

ar now using the Twelv Words and most of the other

simpler spellings in the List of 300 Words. The total

circulation of all these publications is counted in

millions.

The National Editorial Association (1916), "desir-

ing to cooperate with the National Education Associa-

tion, the Simplified Spelling Board, and other educa-

tional organizations, in their efforts to accustom the

general public to the use of simplified spelling in

print", approved the use of the Twelv Words, adopted
them for use in the official publications and corre-

spondence of the Association, and recommended their

use by individual members in their respectiv news-

papers. Similar action was taken by various other

editorial and newspaper associations.
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Handbook of Simplified Spelling

Experience gaind in these several campains soon

developt three outstanding needs : first, a Handbook of

Simplified Spelling that should cover succinctly the

various fases of the subject treated in the separate cir-

culars issued up to that time by the Board, and to take

their place for general distribution; second, a general
revizion and more complete coordination of the rules;

and third, a selection of the rules most suitable for

special emfasis at the present stage of the movement,
with an alfabetic list of all the words in common use

simplified in spelling by the rules, for incorporation in

the Handbook.
The preparation of such a Handbook was accord-

ingly begun, under the direction of the Trustees, by the

Secretary ; while the work of revizion and selection of

the rules was carrid on by the Filology Committee of

the Trustees, specially appointed by the Board as a

Committee on Review, Plan, and Scope. After long-

continued and painstaking deliberations, the Com-
mittee submitted its conclusions, which wer approved,

rendering possible the publication of the Handbook
issued originally in 3 separate parts of which this

(pages 1-32) is Part 1.

Part 2 sets forth the leading arguments in favor

of the simplification of English spelling, and replies

to the objections commonly made by defenders of the

current orthografy. (Redy July, 1919.)

Part 3 presents the rules for simplified spelling

that the Board recommends for general use at the

stage the movement has now reacht, a special list of

words' in simpler spellings not coverd by the rules,

and a dictionary list of words changed in spelling

by these recommendations. (Redy October, 1919.)
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A Patriotic Service

Pending the completion of the important tasks in-

volvd in the preparation of the Handbook, the Board

mesurably reduced its field activities, which the unrest

in the colleges and scools, incidental to the reorganiza-

tion of educational work to meet the conditions im-

posed by the country's entry into war, in itself made
advizable. As more favorable conditions develop, the

Board wil expand its efforts to the extent that financial

support and volunteer effort may be forthcoming. It

trusts that the great part that a rational simplification

of English spelling can take, not only in the more

speedy Americanization of our foren population, but

in rendering English more available as a means of in-

ternational communication, wil forcibly appeal to all

those who cherish these patriotic aims, and wil make
it possible to continue on an enlarged scale its work for

this important educational reform.

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING BOARD

Original members: E. BENJAMIN ANDREWS,* chan-

cellor of the University of Nebraska; O. C. BLACK-

MER,* fonetician and publisher, Oak Park, 111.; DAVID
J. BREWER,* justice of the Supreme Court of the United

States; ANDREW CARNEGIE*; SAMUEL L. CLEMENS*
("Mark Twain") ; MELVIL DEWEY, author and library

economist; ISAAC K. FUNK,* editor and publisher of

the Standard Dictionary; LYMAN J. GAGE, formerly

secretary of the Tresury; RICHARD WATSON GILDER,*
editor of The Century Magazine; WILLIAM T. HARRIS,*
U. S. Commissioner of Education; GEORGE HEMPL,
professor of English in the University of Michigan

*Deceast.
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(now professor of Germanic filology in Stanford Uni-

versity) ; THOMAS WENTWORTH HIGGINSON,* author;
HENRY HOLT, publisher, editor, and author; WILLIAM
JAMES,* professor of filosofy in Harvard University;
DAVID STARR JORDAN, president (now chancellor) of

Stanford University; THOMAS R. LOUNSBURY,* pro-
fessor of English in Yale University; FRANCIS A.

MARCH,* professor of English in Lafayette College;

BRANDER MATTHEWS, professor of dramatic literature

in Columbia University; WILLIAM W. MORROW, judge
of the U. S. Circuit Court; CHARLES P. G. SCOTT,

etimological editor of the Century Dictionary; HOMER
H. SEERLEY, president of Iowa State Teachers College ;

BENJAMIN E. SMITH,* editor of the Century Diction-

ary; CHARLES E. SPRAGUE,* financier and author; CAL-
VIN THOMAS,* professor of Germanic languages and
literatures in Columbia University; E. O. VAILE,

formerly editor of the Educational Weekly, Chicago;
WILLIAM HAYES WARD,* editor of The Independent.

Elected in the next twelv months: WILLIAM ARCHER,
author and critic, London, England; HENRY BRADLEY,
associate editor of the Oxford English Dictionary, for-

merly president of the Philological Society ; FREDERICK
J. FURNIVALL,* founder and director of the Early

English Text Society, etc., formerly editor of the Philo-

logical Society's (now the Oxford) English Diction-

ary; ALEXANDER H. MACKAY, superintendent of educa-

tion, Nova Scotia; WILLIAM F. MACLEAN, M. P., editor

of the Toronto (Ont.) World; WILLIAM H. MAXWELL,
city superintendent (now emeritus) of scools, Ncv/

York; JAMES A. H. MURRAY,* editor of the Oxford

English Dictionary, formerly president of the Philo-

logical Society; THEODORE KOOSEVELT,* president of

*Deceast.
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the United States; WALTER WILLIAM SKEAT,* pro-

fessor of Anglo-Saxon in Cambridge University,

author of the Etymological Dictionary, formerly presi-

dent of the Philological Society; ANDREW D. WHITE,*

formerly president of Cornell University; JOSEPH

WRIGHT, professor of comparativ filology in Oxford

University, editor of the English Dialect Dictionary.

Elected to fil the vacancies thereafter occurring:
HENRY M. BELDEN, professor of English in the Uni-

versity of Missouri; ELMER E. BROWN, chancellor of

New York University; RICHARD E. BURTON, professor
of English literature in the University of Minnesota;
NATHANIEL BUTLER, professor of Education in the

University of Chicago; GEORGE W. CABLE, author and

sociologist; HERMANN COLLITZ, professor of Germanic

filology in Johns Hopkins University; GEORGE 0.

CURME, professor of Germanic filology in North-

western University; CHARLES HENRY DAVIS, consult-

ing engineer; GANO DUNN, president of the J. G.

White Engineering Corporation; OLIVER F. EMERSON,
professor of English in Western Reserve University;
DAVID FELMLEY, president of Illinois State Normal

University ; IRVING FISHER, professor of political econ-

omy in Yale University; WILLIAM TRUFANT FOSTER,

president of Reed College; HAMLIN GARLAND, author;
CHARLES H. GRANDGENT, professor of Romance lan-

guages in Harvard University; EMIL G. HIRSCH, pro-
fessor of Rabbinical Literature in the University of

Chicago, and editor of the Reform Advocate; HAMIL-
TON HOLT, editor of The Independent; EDWIN M. HOP-

KINS, professor of English language in the University
of Kansas ; H. STANLEY JEVONS, lecturer in economics
and political sience in the University College of South

*Deceast.
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Wales and Monmouthshire (now professor of eco-

nomics in the University of Allahabad, India) ; WIL-
LIAM WILLIAMS KEEN, surgeon and sientist, Phila-

delphia; JOHN R. KIRK, president of the First District

Normal Scool, Missouri; FRED J. MILLER, formerly
general manager of factories, the Remington Type-
writer Company, now Major in Ordnance Department,
U. S. Army; HENRY GALLUP PAINE, secretary of the

Simplified Spelling Board; EDWARD 0. SiSSON, presi-

dent of the University of Montana; DAVID M. SOLOAN,
principal of the Provincial Normal College, Nova
Scotia ; ROBERT STOUT, Chief Justice of New Zealand ;

JOHN S. P. TATLOCK, professor of English filology in

Stanford University ; FRANK W. TAUSSIG, professor of

political economy in Harvard University, chairman

United States Tarif Commission; JOHN CRESSON

TRAUTWINE, JR., engineer, Philadelphia; THOMAS G.

TUCKER, professor of classical filology in the University

of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; EDWARD J.

WHEELER, editor of Current Opinion.



HANDBOOK OF SIMPLIFIED SPELLING

PART 2

THE CASE FOR SIMPLIFIED SPELLING

INTRODUCTION

Scope of the Handbook

Part 1 contains a brief sketch of the history of Eng-
lish spelling, showing how and why, in the course of

centuries, it has ceast to function as a gide to pro-

nunciation; an account of the successiv efforts, begin-

ning as early as 1554, to restore this function ; a report
of the progress made by the Simplified Spelling Board
since its organization in 1906.

Part 2 presents the arguments in favor of the sim-

plification of English spelling, and replies to the ob-

jections commonly made by defenders of the prevailing

orthografy.
Part 3 contains the Rules for Simplified Spelling

that the Board recommends for general use at the

present stage of the movement, a Special List of words
in simpler spellings not coverd by the Rules, and a

Dictionary List of the words in common use changed
in spelling by these recommendations.

REASONS FOR SIMPLIFYING

Choice of Methods

It has been shown by abundant example in Part 1

that English spelling is mard by absurdities and in-

consistencies that call for improvement if it is ever to
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be made a satisfactory instrument for recording the
sounds of English speech.

A choice of two ways lies open to those who would
undertake the task. They may elect to reform our

spelling suddenly or gradually by immediate adop-
tion of a fonetic scheme of notation, or by progressiv
elimination of present irregularities.

Fonetic Goal

The Simplified Spelling Board has put itself on rec-

ord as recognizing that the ultimate goal of the move-
ment is, and must logically be, a fonetic alfabet with
enuf letters to represent, at least approximately, each

separate sound heard in the standard English speech.

By "standard English speech" is ment English as

spoken by those whose training and scolarship entitle

them to be considerd as authorities on the subject ; and

among whom whether American, British Insular, or

British Colonial there is substantial agreement.
This standard pronunciation is recorded, likewize with

substantial agreement, in the leading dictionaries by
means of various "keys to pronunciation." These

"keys" ar, in fact, fairly accurate, tho inconvenient,
and in only one instance sientifically simple, schemes

of fonetic notation.

Reasons for Gradual Approach
It may reasonably be askt why the Board, having

this ideal goal in view, advocates its attainment by
gradual approach rather than at a single bound. The
anser is, for the same reason that we walk across the

street insted of leaping from curb to curb. The one

is the customary, natural method of reaching our des-

tination, and one that experience has shown to be wel
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within our powers. The other is theoretically more

expeditious, but practically would delay all progress

while mankind was seeking to develop a degree of

muscular energy and concentration of purpose beyond

anything of which it has hitherto proved itself capable.

The Customary Method

The changes that hav been made in English spelling

in the past hav all come into use gradually, one or two

at a time so gradually, in fact, that at all times, as

today, there hav been, and ar, many words speld in

more than one way on equal authority of good usage.

Accordingly, in proposing further changes, the Board

has preferd to follow the customary method, natural

to the genius of the race, rather than to attempt to

force the acceptance of an entirely novel and violently

revolutionary scheme of spelling, no matter how ideal

and sientifically admirable it might be.

Acceleration Possible

"Gradual," however, is a word of elastic definition,

and gradual progress may be made much more rapidly

and surely under one set of conditions than under an-

other under the conditions that the Board aims to

establish, for example, than under those that hav

hitherto prevaild.

The changes that hav appeared in English spelling in

the past hav been the results of individual initiativ

and example some of them inspired by knowledge,

reason, and common-sense, but others resulting from

erroneous notions concerning the true function of

spelling, from ignorance of the history of the language,

and from etimologic or filologic incompetence, yet ac-

cepted by a public misled by the supposed learning of
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writers whose literary reputations wer won on other

grounds than sound scolarship in English.

The Simplified Spelling Board believs that changes
based on a thoro knowledge of the history of English

spelling, formulated by filologic experts, put forth by
a society composed of leading scolars, lexicografers,

educators, men of letters, and men of affairs, and made
the subject of an organized propaganda, wil win recog-

nition and acceptance much more rapidly than sporadic
and haphazard changes left to take their chances in

appealing to popular fancy.

Practical Considerations

Moreover, as a body of practical men with vision

not visionaries the Simplified Spelling Board at its

inception recognized that it stood face to face with a

very general spirit of opposition to any change in Eng-
lish spelling.

This opposition exprest itself in many ways, but

was itself an expression of the inborn conservatism that

is one of the strongest caracteristics of the English-

speaking peoples, and one of their best caracteristics

when based on logical deductions from past experience.

Unfortunately, the opposition to spelling-reform,
while based on misinformation, or no information, and
on bad habits slowly acquired and firmly fixt, was not

the les powerful on that account.

The Thin Edge of the Wedge
The Board, accordingly, early percievd that no real

progress could be made until this opposition should

be penetrated and disintegrated by spreding correct

information in regard to English spelling, and by ap-

pealing to the enlightend judgment, the hatred of sham
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and pretense, and the spirit of fair play, that ar even

more admirable caracteristics of the race.

It seeks by the moderateness of its recommendations

to disarm antagonism ; by getting some of the simpler

spellings into wider use, to demonstrate their reason-

ableness ; to accustom the public to the idea that there

is nothing sacrosanct about the spelling of any word;
and so to open the way to a more general and sis-

tematic advance.

Policy of the Board

The policy adopted by the Board in making its rec-

ommendations is fully set forth in Part 1, pp. 16 - 20,

and in Part 3, pp. 2-4. Briefly, it is to follow the

simpler rather than the more complex of the existing

analogies, to drop silent letters whenever practicable,

and to propose no changes even for the sake of im-

mediate advantage that violate establisht fonetic

principles, and so would impede direct progress toward

the goal of a practically fonetic notation of the sounds

of English speech.

Illustrations of Policy

For example, the convention that e final silent after

a single consonant indicates that the preceding vowel is

"long," is common in English spelling. To adopt it

as a general rule would shorten the spelling of many
words in accordance with prevailing analogies, and in

particular would abolish the disturbing gh (formerly

pronounst) in words like fight, light, night, etc., by

spelling them fite, lite, nite, etc. Unfortunately, this

convention is unfonetic and, tho practically convenient,

is sientifically awkward. The Board recognizes it, by

recommending that e final be dropt in words like ac-
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tiv(e), definit(e), determin(e), promis(e), etc., where
the preceding vowel is "short" ; retains it until the

public is prepared to accept a better principle of nota-

tion in words like alive, finite, define, etc., where the

preceding vowel is "long" ; but does not advize its ex-

tension.

Silent Letters as Diacritics

To indicate the quantity or quality of a vowel by the

addition of another, silent, letter, insted of by a dia-

critic mark, or "accent," is a frequent, and with the

present paucity of vowel signs, and the wel-founded

prejudice against diacritics a defensible practis in

English spelling. lether method is a makeshift; and,
while the use of diacritics is the more sientific method,
the use of silent letters has certain practical advan-

tages. The objection to it on sientific grounds is that

it givs rize to vowel combinations that ar not what
all vowel combinations should be true difthongs.

To separate the diacritic sign whether a simple

mark or another letter from the vowel it is used to

qualify by an intervening consonant is, however,

clumsy and unsientific, demanding amendment.

Not Inconsistent

In recommending the spellings delite and spritely,

the Board does no violence to its principles, since in

these two instances it seeks merely to restore historic

and les objectionable forms. Delight came into the

language as delite, and has no relation to any of the

words ending in -ight. Its changed spelling, to ac-

cord with a more complex analogy, was made without

justification. A similar attempt to change sprite to

spright was not permanently successful, but by a curi-
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ous perversity the form sprightly has persisted in use.

The adjectiv should, of course, be regularly formd from
the noun by the simple addition of -ly, and should not
involv a change in the spelling of the primitiv.
The Board has exercized similar care in making all

its recommendations, and apparent inconsistencies can
be shown to be such in appearance only. To analize

all the recommendations in detail would take space that

would excede the limits of the present publication;
but the Board, thru its Secretary, wil at all times be

glad to make clear in correspondence any points that

may remain doutful in the minds of readers of the

Handbook.

More Correct Sientifically and Historically

The changes that the Board recommends wil make
our orthografy more correct than it is now both sien-

tifically and historically, because its recommendations
ar consistently made with a view to restoring English

spelling to the practically fonetic basis on which it was
founded. The Board does not make the claim that all

its recommendations wil result in restoring historic

spellings, tho literary precedent can be found for most
of them ; for English spelling, while practically fonetic

in its origins, was imperfectly so. The ultimate aim

being to establish a consistently sientific mode of spell-

ing, the Board hopes, as in course of time this objectiv
is more nearly approacht, that the imperfectly fonetic

historic forms wil gradually disappear, giving place to

better notations.

Make It Easier to Spel Correctly

The simplifications in spelling proposed by the Sim-

plified Spelling Board, as they become accepted as good
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usage, wil make it easier for those who write English
to spel in accordance with the usage then current than

it is today to spel in accordance with the usage now
current. This applies, of course, more especially to

those who shal be taught the new usage originally than
to those who hav laboriously learnd the present usage

by force of memory, and who may prefer to adopt the

new. But even these, when they shal hav masterd the

few simple principles set forth in this Handbook, wil

find it easier to spel correctly that is, in accordance

with current usage.
This wil be because every simplification proposed

eliminates one or more of the present irregularities,

and iether extends the prevailing analogy, or substi-

tutes a simpler and more reasonable analogy in most
cases based on historic precedent for two or more

conflicting analogies.

It needs no profound argument to demonstrate that

the more nearly English spelling can be made to ap-

proach absolute regularity, by doing away with con-

fusing and arbitrary exceptions, with conflicting an-

alogies, and with needless or misleading silent letters,

the easier it wil be to learn it and to write it.

One Final Rule for Spelling

With the ultimate adoption of a fonetic scheme of

notation, there would be only one rule for spelling

"Spel as yu pronounce." It would then be easier to

spel correctly than incorrectly. It is no objection that

in that case individuals might not always agree with

one another as to the spelling of certain words, or with

the spelling representing the conventional standard of

pronunciation. Since the spelling would correctly rep-

resent the speech of the writer, it would present no
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more difficulty to the eye of the ordinary reader than

the current variations in English pronunciation pre-
sent to the ear of the ordinary listener.

An Invaluable Record

Such variations in spelling as would inevitably occur

in the writing of persons of limited scooling, or as

would be used by more highly educated persons who
wisht to enforce their own methods of pronunciation,

would automatically constitute an invaluable record of

the variations in English speech in different localities

and at successiv periods. In other words, the history

of the growth and development of the living English

tung would be preservd in the writings of those who
spoke it a result impossible of attainment, even by
scolars, with the cristalized, conventionalized English

spelling of the last two hundred years.

Talking "by Ear"

Since our current orthografy bears no real relation

to the present pronunciation, but is at best an im-

perfect attempt to represent that of the Elizabethan

period, English pronunciation has become almost en-

tirely a matter of oral tradition as unsafe a gide in

regard to correctness in speech as it is in regard to

correctness in history. We learn to talk, and continue

to talk, entirely "by ear," and with the same tendency
to uncertainty and variation as do those who play music

by ear. The musician who wishes to play accurately,

however, can correct his faulty memory or wrong im-

pressions by reference to the printed score, which ex-

actly represents to him the sounds recorded by the com-

poser. No such convenient and infallible gide exists

for those who wish to speak English accurately.
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Slovenly Speech Due to Present Spelling

This dependence on oral tradition is responsible for

the slovenly and slipshod pronunciation so prevalent
and so deplorable, and against which those who revere

the language, and who desire to preserv its purity and

precision, vainly contend. It is responsible for that

failure to indicate the respectiv values of the vowel

sounds, especially in unstrest sillables, and of certain

consonants, that now mar the speech of even the most

highly educated. It is responsible for the tendency to

slur over many sounds, to run words together, to adopt

passing fads, and to create wide divergences in the

English spoken not only in separate parts of the world,

but in different sections of each country.

Better Spelling, Better Speech

If all who speak English could always hav had be-

fore their eyes in every book, magazine, and news-

paper, the pronunciation of every word indicated by
its spelling, it is difficult to believ that so wide de-

partures from the accepted standards of English speech
as ar prevalent today could hav occurd.

Changes in pronunciation ar inevitable in every liv-

ing language, of course, and wil not be stopt by ad-

hering to spellings that represent former rather than

current values; but if spelling changed with pronun-

ciation, the changes themselvs would rapidly become

standardized, since every one who could read would

speedily learn what they wer, and would be led to

adopt them.

Changes in spelling made by individual writers

would direct attention to the new pronunciations indi-

cated, and would giv rize to comment and discussion.

More heed would be paid to pronunciation; and with
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the constantly improving standards of education, and
the eventual abolition of illiteracy, there would be a

constantly increasing tendency to follow the best

models.

Every step taken now to simplify English spelling,

to make it represent more accurately the spoken word,
is a step toward restoring the purity and precision of

English speech.

Spelling and Education

In the preceding pages the Simplified Spelling Board
has undertaken to show that the changes it proposes
wil make our spelling more correct sientifically and

historically, wil make it easier to spel correctly, and
wil tend to improve and to standardize pronunciation.
These ar all positiv advantages appealing to those who
know something of the past history of the language,
who appreciate it for its richness and flexibility, and
who love and admire it for the wonderful literature

that has been written in it, and that forever wil be

preservd in it, no matter in what spelling it was first

written, and is now, or may hereafter be, printed.

It is, however, in considering its relation to educa-

tion that the broadest and strongest, as wel as the

most directly personal plea for a better mode of spell-

ing can be made.

Reason in Children

Since the bulk of human knowledge is recorded in

books, one of the first steps in the education of the

child is to teach him to read. Told that each separate

letter, or group of letters, printed in his primer or

reader represents a spoken word, the child, being

gifted with reason, expects to find an invariable re-
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lationship between the sound of any given word and
the letters composing it. He soon discovers, to his dis-

may, that no such invariable relationship exists.

Unreason in Spelling

The child finds that some words speld alike ar pro-
nounst differently, and that other words pronounst
alike hav different spellings ; that the same letter may
hav different values in a single word, and that in a

single word the same sound may be represented by
different letters. One thing he quickly learns that

there is no way in which he may surely determin when,
or why, a letter that has one value at one time has

another at another time; no certain way to tel how
to pronounce a word he has never heard, or how to spel

a word he has never seen.

Distrusts His Own Reason

Confused and discouraged by the irregularities and

contradictions in the spelling of so many of the words

he most frequently meets, and humiliated by the "mis-

takes" he constantly makes when he attempts, to reason

from the spelling of a familiar word to the spelling

of an unfamiliar word percieving, in fact, that the

more he depends on reason, the more likely he is to go

wrong he comes to distrust his reason in all that

concerns spelling, and to rely entirely on his memory.
This is, of course, good reasoning on his part, but he

does not know it; for his teachers, in wel-ment but

mistaken efforts to impart some educational value to

the spelling-lesson, ar too prone to burden him with

rules themselvs overburdend with exceptions

that make him feel that there may be some sistem or

order in it all that he is powerless to grasp. The
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spelling-lesson thus becomes a real obstacle to the de-

velopment of the child's reasoning powers.

Atrofy of Logical Faculties

Unfortunately, the damage goes farther than this.

Since spelling and reading form the gateway to most
other forms of knowledge, and since the relationships

between the facts he is taught in other branches ar

not always immediately or clearly presented to him,
the scool-child is led to put les and les trust in his

logical faculties in all his studies, and to rely more
and more on his memory. The child gifted with a nat-

urally good eye-memory wil be especially likely to fol-

low this course, since he wil soon perciev that an ac-

curate recitation of the facts he has learnd is more

likely to win the approval of the average teacher than

ar any of his infantile attempts to draw conclusions

from them.

False Value Placed on Spelling Ability

Because the absurdities and intricacies of our pres-
ent spelling hav made a mastery of them the most dif-

ficult and long-continued task of the average student,
a false value has been placed on spelling ability. "Cor-

rectness" in reality, mere conformity in spelling

is too generally assumed to be an indication of su-

perior education, whereas as has been shown it

is only evidence of a natural or a specially traind

eye-memory.
The failure in after life of many high-stand students

may be attributable to the fact that, in spite of their

scool and college pre-eminence, they wer not truly ed-

ucated at all, but had cultivated their memories at the

expense of their reasoning powers.
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Proof-readers as a clas ar, by the nature and de-

mands of their calling, the best spellers of English.
The training responsible for their expert skil in this

particular has been gaind as craftsmen in printing-

offices, and not as students in universities. The more

intelligent the proof-reader, the les likely he would be

to claim that his frequent occasion to correct the mis-

spellings of eminent scolars, sientists, and authors,

stampt him as their superior in information, educa-

tion, or general culture.

Reasonable Spelling of Other Languages
If English spelling wer as nearly fonetic as Italian,

Spanish, or even German, the scool-child would soon

perciev that spelling was governd by certain laws, by
observing which he could pronounce correctly ,the

words he met in writing or print, and could spel cor-

rectly the words that he heard spoken. The spelling-

lesson would thus encourage him to rely on reason

rather than on memory in his other studies also.

It is not claimd that the simplifications so far pro-

posed by the Simplified Spelling Board wil make Eng-
lish spelling comparable in simplicity and regularity

with Italian, Spanish, or German ; but the Board main-

tains that to introduce the teaching of simplified spell-

ing, even at its present stage, into the public scools

would, nevertheless, make the spelling-lesson an aid

to the development of the child's reasoning powers.
The new spellings so greatly extend many of the

simpler analogies, abolish so many of the complex an-

alogies of the present spelling, and do away with so

many misleading silent letters, as materially to reduce

the existing irregularities, and to emfasize them as

such.
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Thus, the pupil, while stil compeld to rely largely on
his eye-memory for the spelling of many words and
classes of words, would be led to look for, and to find,

a logical basis for the spelling of many other classes

of words.

Placing the Blame Where It Belongs

While the pupil would be taught to spel only the

simpler forms, he would until these forms became

adopted into general usage learn to recognize the

same words in their longer and more complex spell-

ings when he encounterd them in print. He would
thus be led sensibly or insensibly, according to the

interest taken in the subject by his teacher to un-

derstand that an effort was being made in his behalf

to apply reason and common-sense to spelling. He
would come to regard the remaining irregularities, not

as inevitable and irremediable, but as unreasonable

hindrances to be overcome now, and to be got rid of

as soon as possible.

He would find his efforts to reason from the spelling

of one word to that of another more likely to be correct

in their results; while the more enlightend teachers

would not treat his "mistakes" as humorous or repre-

hensible, but would applaud them as logical, pointing
out that the real fault lay, not in the working of the

pupil's mental processes, but in current bad practis.

Would Demand Better Spelling

As teachers came to recognize how much more easily

their pupils learnd the simpler spellings, and how
greatly this lightend the burden of the spelling-lesson,

it is not to be douted that they would demand that the

simplification of spelling be carrid forward as rapidly
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as possible, or that they would be supported by those

who had been under their instruction.

Let it once sink into the consciousness of any gen-
eration that the irregularities, inconsistencies, and
absurdities of English spelling ar not only unnecessary
but remediable ; that English spelling not only can be

made regular and logical, but has beeri made so in

some important particulars; that there exists an or-

ganized body of scolars and educators equipt and eager
to propose further reforms; and all^who hav experi-

enst the advantages of a partial amelioration wil unite

in desiring the adoption of a more sweeping scheme
of improvement.

Would Save Valuable Time in Education

Since a simpler spelling is a les difficult spelling,

easier to learn and easier to teach, it follows that its

general adoption and use would effect a proportionate

saving in time to both pupil and teacher. Saving of

time means saving of mony. This needs no demon-
stration in the case of the teacher, whose time has a

definitly mesured valuation.

The time of a scool-child has at least a theoretical

value. If it can be shown that the adoption of an

improved mode of spelling would lessen the number
of scool-terms required to prepare the student to take

his place as a worker, it wil be apparent that the

time he saves Would hav a value to him mesurable in

terms of dollars. It would hav a value to the parent

by shortening the child's period of non-productivity,

during which the parent must bear the entire cost of

his support. It would hav a value to the taxpayer by

reducing the total cost of education. It would hav a

value to the entire English-speaking world by the in-
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creast productivity resulting from the earlier entry of

successiv generations of students into the ranks of

labor, business, and the professions.

Future Benefits the Criterion

< The actual saving in time, and correspondingly in

expense, wil depend on the extent to which the simpli-

fication of spelling is carrid. The worth-whileness of

the movement must be judgd, accordingly, not by the

saving actually made by the simplifications proposed

now, but by the savings that may be effected at later

stages of a progressiv advance of which the present

proposals ar but the first step toward a completely

simplified spelling.

No Spelling Books in Spain and Italy

Fonetic spelling, in one form or another, has been,
and is now, used by progressiv teachers in England
and America as an introduction and an aid to the

study of the current orthografy. Their experience is

that children can spel correctly that is, fonetically

the words they ar able to pronounce, as soon as

they hav learnd the alfabet employd, and the principle
of combining letters into sillables.

In languages such as Italian and Spanish, that hav

approximately fonetic alfabets, approximately similar

conditions prevail. There ar no spelling-books among
the scool-texts of those countries for the sufficient rea-

son that there is no need of them. So difficult is Eng-
lish spelling that two of the eight years spent in the

grades ar needed by the average pupil to acquire an

imperfect and uncertain acquaintance with it. If it

could be brought to the same degree of fonetic exact-

ness as the spelling of Italy or Spain, practically all
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the scool-time now given to spelling and reading could

be saved. To bring it to such a degree of fonetic pre-

cision, however, would require the addition of several

letters to the alfabet, since there ar more sounds

in English than in iether Italian or Spanish.

Fonetic Approximation with Present Alfabet

It has been estimated, however, that if all the simpli-

fications of English spelling possible with the present
alfabet should be made, it would be as nearly fonetic

as German spelling. The scools of Germany devote

about one year more time to nativ language study than

do the scools of Italy and Spain, and about one year
les time than do the scools of England and America.

Mathematical 'exactness is not claimd for these

estimates. They ar based on inquiries made at various

times by educators and investigators employing differ-

ent methods and working from different sets of data.

The substantial accuracy of the estimates, however, is

attested by their general agreement. In presenting
them as a basis for financial calculation, the Board is

willing to allow a wide margin of safety, and to as-

sume that the adoption of a completely simplified

spelling would save only one year's scool-time to each

pupil the estimated saving if our spelling wer to be

made only as reasonable as German spelling, insted of

as fonetic as Italian or Spanish.

Bad Spelling Costs Good Dollars

The United States Commissioner of Education, in

his Report for 1917, estimates that $855,000,000 was

spent for education in this country in 1915. Of this,

approximately $215,000,000 went for education in high

scools, normal scools, tecnical scools, and institutions
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of higher learning. This leavs $640,000,000 as the cost

of elementary education in all public and private scools

and other institutions where it was carrid on.

Assuming that the use of a rational spelling would
effect a saving of one year's time in the grades, we
hav only to divide $640,000,000 by 8, the number of

grades, to find that the saving in 1915 would hav been

$80,000,000. The number of children decreases in each

successiv grade, it is true, but the expense for each

pupil advances, so that it seems fair to strike an aver-

age. The saving in 1920 would be actually, even if

not proportionally, much larger, probably in excess

of $100,000,000.

Utilization of Savings

The Board does not consider it necessary to go far-

ther into the financial consideration to figure out,

for instance, the possible earning power, to themselvs

and to the state, of children releast at an earlier age to

industry, or the concurrent saving to parents. It be-

lievs that this wasted mony could be better used by
keeping the children in scool another year, in order

that they should go into the world better educated, bet-

ter fitted mentally and fisically, to take up the battle

of life. The lamentable and unnecessary waste has

been shown. Whether, if it shal ultimately be stopt,

the savings shal go into the pockets of parents or into

the heds of children is a question that the Board must
leav to public conscience and good judgment.

Waste of Nervous Energy
To the appalling and calculable waste of time and

mony must be added the no les appalling, if incalcu-

lable, waste of nervous energy on the part of teachers
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and pupils alike. The spelling-lesson sets a brake

against the orderly, reasonable, and natural course of

education that not only impedes its progress as a whole,

but impairs the efficiency of the working parts of its

human machinery. It introduces an element of friction

that raises the nervous temperature above normal,
causes needless wear and tear, and is destructiv of both

temper and material.

Better methods of spelling, accordingly, wil effect

savings that can not be adequately represented in their

entirety ; but it is at least obvious that the more thoro

the betterment, the les wil be the waste. To those who
love children, and their neighbors as themselvs, the

indeterminable saving of human energy and efficiency

wil appear no les worth while than those economies

that may be set down in terms of time and mony.

Words Wil Be Shorter
a /,

Simplified spelling means shorter spelling. Of the

32 Rules printed in Part 3 of this Handbook, 27 drop
letters from words as now speld; 3 involv trans-

positions of letters to reconcile conflicting analogies;

and 2 involv substitutions of one letter for another,
with the same object. In no instance has the Board
recommended a change involving the addition of a let-

ter to a word. Further simplifications wil result in fur-

ther abbreviations. A completely fonetic sistem of

notation, indeed, would cause some words to be speld

with more letters than at present such, for instance,

as those that now represent the sound of a difthong

by a single caracter. By and bind ar examples, y and i

respectivly representing a difthong that would be indi-

cated fonetically By the two vowels composing it a

(as in artistic) and i (as in it).
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Economies in Writing and Printing

Even with such exceptions, a fonetic spelling would

save the writing and printing of many letters, and
would permit the use of a greater number of words
on the written or printed page. Estimates made with

various experimental fonetic alfabets indicate a saving
of at least 15 per cent. This would not only mean great
economies of time and effort, and correlativly of ex-

pense, in writing, tipe-writing, and tipe-setting ; but

corresponding economies in paper, ink, and all other

materials used in correspondence and in printing. It

would effect reductions in the total cost of preswork,

binding, and distribution (handling, postage, and ex-

press) of printed matter. The saving in newsprint

paper alone would be enormous a saving, moreover,

that, to the convenience of the reader, would hav to

be made by reducing the size rather than the number
of pages, unless newspaper publishers wer redy to for-

go printing ful-page and fractional-page advertizments.

Cost of Useless Letters

The simplifications so far proposed by the Board and
used in this Handbook would effect an economy of only
about 1.5 per cent; but if all the unnecessary letters

used in our current spelling should be dropt, the sav-

ing would amount to about 5 per cent.

On this basis, and using data obtaind in the census

of 1900, Mr. Henry Holt, the publisher, a member of

the Simplified Spelling Board, made a painstaking
calculation of the mony that would hav been saved that

year in the United States thru the adoption of such a

degree of simplification in English spelling.

The total was in excess of $35,000,000. In the pres-

ent year (1920) it would be a great deal more. In
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1900 the use of a really fonetic spelling would hav ef-

fected a threefold larger saving, or one of more than

$100,000,000.

Responsibility of Leadership

The saving possible in 1920 is left to any enter-

prizing investigator to ascertain when the figures of

the present census ar available. It is bound to be an

objectiv wel worth striving for in the interests of in-

dividual, as wel as of national, economy and efficiency.

A bad habit of spelling that imposes a needless annual

tax, for education and printing, running into the hun-

dreds of millions of dollars, is a habit that should be

broken by united and determind effort.

It is not necessary, however, that the entire popula-
tion should unite in this effort. It wil be sufficient if

it is made by those thru whose example spelling-habits

ar formd, and whom the others wil follow. It is

to these, the leaders of American thought and action,

that the Simplified Spelling Board makes its appeal,

And it includes in this category every one who, con-

vinst of the advantages of a simpler spelling, speaks in

its favor or uses any of the simpler forms; for each

such person thereby constitutes himself or herself a

leader in thought and action, whether in the clasroom,
the scool, the college, the social or business circle, or

the community.

Wil Aid Americanization

Statistics gatherd by the Government during the war
reveald a percentage of illiteracy in English that was

astounding to those who comfortably supposed that

under a sistem of compulsory free education the num-
ber of nativ-born Americans who could not read or
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write was negligible, and that foreners coming here

wer, by some misterious "melting-pot" process of as-

similation and naturalization, rapidly Americanized.

Events, even more than statistics, hav opend our

eyes to the very real dangers that threten our institu-

tions thru illiteracy in English on the part of nativ-

born and foren-born alike. A great patriotic

"Americanization" movement is now under way, with
"Education in English" as its slogan, and with objects
with which the Simplified Spelling Board is hartily in

simpathy.

Illiteracy Due to Difficult Spelling

The Board believs, however, that the root of the

trouble lies les in a disinclination to learn to read and
to write English than in the difficulty of doing so

a difficulty inherent in our present unreasonable and
unsistematic spelling. The advantages to be gaind by
a knowledge of the language of the country in which
one livs must be obvious to all, even the most igno-
rant ; but when such knowledge is so hard to acquire as

to baffle the efforts of many, the consequences must
be such as ar now apparent.
The only w&y to remove the difficulty is to improve

our spelling, so that it wil be easier to learn. This,
more than anything else, wil lighten the labors of those

who seek to carry on a campain of Americanization by
education. It is not the least of the benefits to be de-

rived from a simplified orthografy.

English as a "World Language"

Foreners, when brought into personal association

with those who speak English, easily learn to speak
English themselvs. Its grammar is simple. It has
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great flexibility, due to its richness in terminology and
its abundance of sinonims. It has an unsurpast litera-

ture, making a knowledge of it desirable by those who
hav no call to speak it. In every respect, except one,
it is best fitted to be the language of sience, commerce,
and international communication.

The desirability of having such a language is ap-

parent to every one. Knowledge of it would enable

the people of every nation to talk, to correspond, and to

trade with the peoples of every other nation on equal
terms. This desirability has led to the invention of

many ingenious artificial languages to serv the purpose.

Failure of Artificial Languages

Granting that Volaplik, Esperanto, and the rest, ar

as satisfactory as the inventors and their followers

contend, the fact remains that none of them has been

successful. This is because there is no incentiv to

learn an artificial language for other than commercial

use, and no assurance that any one who takes the pains
to learn it wil find those with whom he wishes to deal

also familiar with it.

Why English Has Faild

The superiority of English to every other language,
natural or artificial, for use as a world language, would

long ago hav forst its adoption as such the first

language that every forener would wish and need to

know in addition to his own wer it not for its com-

plicated spelling. A language, in which to learn to

spel imperfectly takes two ful years of scool-time in

the countries where it is spoken, does not recommend
itself to the forener as a convenient medium for con-

ducting his relations with other foreners.
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Handicap! by Its Spelling

The simplification of English spelling, which would

be of so much demonstrated benefit to those whose na-

tiv tung is English, would also remove the one obstacle

to the use of English by many millions of foreners.

This wide-spred use of English would ad incalculably

to the prestige of the language and of the nations that

speak it. It would be an invaluable medium for the

diffusion of Anglo-Saxon ideas and ideals. We who
speak English should hav an advantage in not needing
to acquire any other language ; and it would not be to

our disadvantage that we should hav a more thoro

knowledge and a better command of it than those with

whom we hav occasion to deal,

ANSERS TO OBJECTIONS

The Language Is Safe

The Simplified Spelling Board does not assume to

know in advance every objection that wil be made to

simplified spelling, but it knows every objection that

has been made ; and it believs that in replying to those

most commonly made, it wil show the unreasonableness

of all objections that hav any weight whatever.

The recommendations of the Board hav frequently
been caracterized as an "attack on the English lan-

guage," whereas they ar merely an attack on the

prevalent English spelling. Spelling and language
should not be confounded. They ar as different as

clothes and caracter. The proposal to improve our

present spelling, so far from being an attack on the

English language, aims to preserv its caracter, to giv
it a more appropriate and serviceable dres, and to ex-

tend its use and influence.
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^ "Board Lacks Authority"

Objection to simplified spelling has been made be-

cause those who propose and urge it ar a "self-ap-

pointed" body, without authority to change English

spelling. The Board replies that the customary method
of inaugurating any reform is by voluntary associa-

tion and organization of those who strongly believ in it,

and ar willing to giv time, effort, and mony to promote
it. The Board has never assumed any authority to en-

force its recommendations; it merely claims com-

petence to make them (see Part 1, pp. 16, 17, 29 - 32).

Not Good Enuf for Anybody
There ar some who hav at least profest to oppose

orthografic improvement on the ground that a spelling
that was good enuf for them is good enuf for their

children. Unfortunately English spelling at present
is not good enuf for anybody not even for those who
would deprive their children of any educational advan-

tage not enjoyd by themselvs.

Do These Remember HOW Hard It Was?
To argue for the retention of our present spelling

on the ground that it affords good training for the

memory is to place a higher value on a good memory
than on good reasoning ability. Scool-children hav

ample opportunity for memory-training while learning

things better worth remembering than the confusing
anomalies of English spelling.

Homonims

Another objection sometimes heard is that simplified

spelling wil abolish the distinction now existing be-

tween words having the same sound but different mean-
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ings, like ail, ale; bare, bear; bough, bow; beau, bow;
to, too, two; etc.

If that seems an objection, it wil be offset by the ser-

vice the simpler spelling wil render in indicating the

distinctiv sounds of words now speld the same way,
but pronounst differently, like bow (a knot, to incline

the hed) ; lead (a metal, to go before) ; read (present

tense, past tense) ; slough (a swamp, to cast off) ; sow

(a female pig, to plant) ; tear (water from the eye, to

rend apart) ; etc.

As a matter of fact, easily demonstrable, different

spellings ar not needed to distinguish homonims. No
such distinction is made or is possible in the spoken
language. The meaning is plainly indicated by the

position of the word in the sentence, by its obvious

relation to the other words. Write the sentence down,
and the meaning wil be as apparent in one spelling as

another. Try it. "He said a glas of ail was good for

what aled him." "He fought the bare with his bear

hands." "Oh, that this to, two, solid flesh would melt !"

Such spellings and worse, by illiterate persons, may
cause amusement, but do not hide the sense.

Not only is it unnecessary to distinguish homonims
by different spellings, but they ar actually so dis-

tinguisht in comparativly few instances. There is

scarcely a word in the English language that is not used

in more than one sense some of them in many very
different senses. Box is a good example. Bank is an-

other. Point a word, by the way, speld with fonetic

precision is used in more than a hundred different

senses. A suggestion that more than a hundred dif-

ferent spellings should be invented to distinguish these

separate .meanings would be greeted with horror or

lafter^as it was taken seriously or as it ought to be.
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"Too Much Trouble"

Some persons admit that the arguments of the Board
ar sound, even incontrovertible, but object to a change
on account of the trouble of learning a new way of

spelling. To these the Board ansers that they ar under

no necessity of going to that trouble. Persons of ma-
ture years, who hav laboriously learnd to spel in their

youth, and whose habits ar fixt, can not be expected
ar not expected to change their spelling-habit. With
such persons spelling has become automatized, the

hand automatically reacting to the brain, in which

thoughts take form in words that the hand writes down
in letters. The additional mental effort necessary for

them to refrain from writing a useless letter would

more than offset the saving of fisical effort, for a while.

They wil, however, hav no difficulty in reading what is

written or printed in the new spelling. No one who
has red to this point in the Handbook can honestly say
that he has faild to recognize every word.

All Reforms Take Effort

Many, however, for the sake of example, and to show
their interest, wil be willing to take some trouble to

promote a cause that they believ to be good. No re-

form has ever been brought about, or ever wil be

brought about, without effort ; and the effort needed to

change a spelling-habit is much les than is generally

supposed. This has been proved time and again in the

experience of those who hav adopted in practis the suc-

cessiv recommendations of the Board. It is necessary
to giv a little thought to the matter of spelling for only
a few days to form the new and better habit.

The Board seriously asks all who ar theoretically con-

vinst of the advantages of simplified spelling to use it
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practically, even if it does cost a little effort, and even

if its benefit to the individual is not immediately

apparent. The really worth-while benefits of a better

spelling wil be les for the present than for future gen-

erations; but our children, and the generations that

wil follow them, can not enjoy those benefits if the

present generation wil not take some trouble, make
some effort, now.

All that the Board asks of those who do not feel the

impulse to make the effort, however, is not to oppose
the efforts made by others. If, while they stand aside

so as not to block the progress of the movement, they
wil applaud and encourage it, so much the better

;
even

if in doing so they employ in their writing the spelling

to which they ar accustomd.

Wil Not Make Present Books Unreadable

Objection to simplified spelling has been made on the

supposition that it "wil cut us off from the literature

of the past," meaning that those taught in the new way
wil be unable to read the books red today. This can

not be so, because the present spelling wil be no more
difficult to read by one who has learnd to spel the new
way, than is the new spelling by one who has learnd

the old way. Children who hav learnd to spel in the

simplified way wil, in fact, read the books printed

today as easily as we read books printed one and two
centuries ago.

Past Literature Printed in Present Spelling

Those who make this objection can hardly be aware
that the works of authors of former times that they

enjoy and value ar not now printed with the spelling

in which they wer written. Publishers habitually
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modify the spelling' in the successiv popular editions

of standard authors to conform with current practis.

The spelling of Shakespeare, even that of the trans-

lators of the King James version of the Holy Bible,

does not appear in volumes printed today, but has

been greatly, tho gradually, changed thru the centuries.

Any one can verify this by comparison of modern with

earlier editions.

Under the most favorable circumstances the simpli-

fication of English spelling is not likely to advance

more rapidly than publishers can keep up with it. The

average age of a printed book is about ten years. Works
that ar in stedy demand ar in many cases reprinted

oftener than that. Even in the event of the ultimate

adoption of a completely fonetic spelling, scolars wil

easily learn the older spellings, as they do now ; while

the ordinary reader wil always find everything

that is worth preserving in English literature reprinted

in the spelling of his time, as is the case today.

Wil Not Ad to Present "Confusion"

To those who object that this process of progressiv

change wil cause confusion, and that, with so many
words speld in more than one way, it wil be impossible

to maintain a standard to tel whether a word is

speld correctly or not the Board ansers that such

confusion has always caracterized English spelling.

There has never been a time in its history when many
words wer not speld in different ways. The latest

editions of the leading dictionaries print hundreds of

words of which alternativ spellings ar given on equal

authority of good usage ; and the dictionary editors do

not, by any means, agree in their preferences for par-

ticular forms. Hundreds of such words ar printed
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in the Dictionary List in Part 3, distinguisht from the

other words by their tipografy.

No "Standard" Spelling

At no time has there been a standard English spell-

ing. What is supposed to be the standard was set up,

not by scolars competent to decide what the best spell-

ing should be, but by printers who, for their own con-

venience and without filologic gidance, accepted with

later modifications the arbitrary, so-cald "eti-

mologic," and inconsistent orthografy imposed by Dr.

Samuel Johnson, as described in Part 1, pp. 7, 8. There

never can be a standard spelling of English until the

spelling shal accurately represent the pronunciation.
Then the standard spelling wil be that which accords

with the standard pronunciation (see p. 2).

Merely a Bad Old Fashion

What is cald, and taught as, the standard spelling

is really only the fashionable spelling as capricious

and illogical as most fashions ar which any one is

as free to disregard as he is to wear a flexible felt hat

insted of a stif silk "stovepipe," a "soft" shirt insted

of one with a starcht bosom, comfortable foot-gear

insted of shoes with pointed toes, or to adopt any other

sensible, convenient, and appropriate attire.

Even if progressiv spelling-reform should tempo-

rarily ad to the present confusion, no harm wil be done
;

but rather good wil follow. In the first place, it wil

serv to lessen the false value attaching to ability to spel

in a particular, and unreasonable, way; and les time

wil be given to attaining skil in what is a mere ac-

complishment, like turning handsprings or playing the

ukulele. In the second^ place, when this right of per-
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sonal preference in spelling again becomes generally

recognized, the inevitable tendency wil be to follow

the more logical and sensible practis.

The Real Confusion

The real confusion in English spelling arizes les from

spelling words in different ways than from using the

same letter, or combination of letters, to represent dif-

ferent sounds, and from representing the same sound

by different letters and combinations of letters. All

this confusion can be minimized if teachers and writers

of English wil use the simpler forms. Each simplifi-

cation adopted into usage reduces the total number of

incongruities, and helps to make our spelling more uni-

form and regular than it was before.

"Artificial" Changes

Many, however, who recognize the imperfections of

English spelling believ that its reform wil come about

thru what they term "the natural process" of change.

They object to the proposals of the Simplified Spelling

Board as an il-judgd attempt to force this "natural"

process by "artificial" means. Believing the move-

ment foredoomd to failure on this account, they refuse

to support it, even while admitting that its object is

praiseworthy.

Basis of All Human Progress

Those who take this stand base their opposition on

two false premises. The first is that it is not perfectly

legitimate for man to employ artificial means to aid

and to stimulate natural processes for his own advan-

tage. A natural pas may afford the most convenient

way to cros a mountain, but it wil be vastly improved
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by bilding a good road thru it. Fruits and vegetables

that grow wild in their natural state ar greatly and

universally improved and adapted to human needs by
cultivation. Every process of manufacture, from roast-

ing a potato to bilding a battleship, involvs an arti-

ficial change in natural products. All civilization is

based on man's ability to direct natural processes. We
can not depend on Nature to improve her products.

Weeds grow more abundantly than wholesome grains.

The "Natural" Changes
The other false premis is that the changes that hav

hitherto taken place in spelling ar results of natural

processes. On the contrary, they hav always been the

direct results of human effort. No change could pos-

sibly take place in the spelling of any word unless

some writer first made it and others consciously

adopted it.

Spelling, like all other human inventions if neglected,

is subject to only one natural change obsolescence

and eventual decay. This is the "natural" change in

English spelling that the Simplified Spelling Board

desires, in the interest of all English-speaking people,
to avert.

The "Etimological" Bugaboo
The objection to the proposed changes in spelling

that they wil "destroy ethnology" by which is only
ment that they wil obscure the derivation of words
is stil heard, tho much les frequently than formerly.
It is never heard from etimologists, who know as has
been shown in Part 1 (pp. 5-7) that the present

spelling is misleading as to the true derivation of many
words ; that a rational spelling would correct these eti-
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mologic blunders; and that it would not "obscure de-

rivation" to those familiar enuf with other languages
to derive plesure or benefit from tracing English words
to foren or ancient sources.

Interesting to Few
How many of those who use English know any-

thing about its ethnology, or about the languages that

hav contributed to its vocabulary? What percentage
of college-graduates, even, has sufficient acquaintance
with Anglo-Saxon, Old German, Old French, the Ro-

mance languages, for example, to find our present un-

pronounceable spelling of any real service to their bet-

ter understanding of their nativ tung? Opposition
to spelling-reform on etimologic grounds most fre-

quently comes from those who hav some familiarity

with Latin and Greek, but who seem to be unaware, or

to ignore, that a large proportion of the words we
commonly use ar derived from other than "classical"

sources.

Etimologists hav alredy discoverd and recorded the

essential facts in regard to the history and derivation

of English words. This information is available to all

who ar interested in the subject. Such questions as

remain open wil be settld without reference to the

present or future spelling of English.

Present Meaning Important

Knowledge of the derivation of words, moreover,
is often misleading as to their present meaning. What
possible help can it be to the correct use of the word

prevent, for example, to know that it comes from a

Latin word meaning to precede, to go before, and had
that meaning at first in English?
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What really concerns us today is the present meaning
of words, not what they ment to others one, two, three,

or more thousands of years ago. Misuse of a word

in current speech or literature can come only from

ignorance of English, no matter how learned in Greek

and Latin the speaker or writer may be.

The time that can be given to English in the scools

is so largely taken up in imperfectly successful efforts

to teach pupils to read it and to spel it with accuracy,

that too little attention can be spared for instruction

in its proper use. Even if the so-cald "etimologic"

spelling wer as helpful to a few classical scolars as its

admirers claim it to be, to retain it would deny to

the hundreds of millions who hav no Latin or Greek

the social and economic benefits that a simplified spell-

ing would confer.

Etimologists Advocate Simpler Spelling

Etimologists ar ardent advocates of spelling-reform.

Professor Walter W. Skeat, of Cambridge University,

the great English etimologist, and author of the "Eti-

mological Dictionary of the English Language," sumd

up the views of most other etimological scolars, when
he said :

"In the interests of etimology we ought to spel as we

pronounce. To spel words as they used to be pronounst
is not etimological but antiquarian."

The "Esthetic" Objection

Many persons ar prejudist against simplified spelling

because the familiar words in their unfamiliar forms

appear "ugly" to them. To oppose spelling-reform on

this account is not to act in accordance with reason,

but to obey an emotional reaction.
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Whoever defends our present spelling on esthetic

grounds must be prepared to uphold the principle that

beauty of design should control the choice of letters

in forming words. But as standards of taste ar con-

stantly changing, and differ widely in individuals at all

times, to admit the validity of such a principle would be

to sanction orthografic caos.

Words Hav No Intrinsic Beauty

Few, however, would maintain that what they find

pleasing in our present word-forms precedes from in-

trinsic beauty of design^. If such exists, it must be

entirely fortuitous, due to the agreeable association

of certain letters in combinations made for another

purpose. Accordingly, any change in the scheme of

notation is likely to giv rize to as many pleasing com-

binations as it disturbs.

Those who have studid the principles of esthetics wil

know, and others may be assured, that what appears

pleasing, or to giv literary dignity or propriety to any
word-form, is due, not to any intrinsic quality, but

to visual habit and mental association.

Ghost and Gost

Take the word ghost, for example. Always having
seen it speld in this way, we hav come to associate the

feelings arousd by the idea ghost with its accustomd
form of visual representation. To meet the word in

our reading instantly and instinctivly excites those

feelings in our minds. To meet the same word speld

gost, shorn of its familiar h, shocks us, and causes a

temporary mental inhibition of the idea. The word
seems to hav lost, with the missing letter, something
of the wierdness and mistery we hav always associated
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with it. To deny this would be to deny an experience

common to every one who has used or red simplified

spelling.

A Dutch Superfluity

Ghost was originally speld in English, however, with-

out the h (gost, goost, goste, etc.). The extra letter

was inserted by printers imported from Holland, whose
Dutch spelling-habit led them to believ that it was
needed to indicate that the g was to be pronounst as in

gun and not as in ginger. That the superfluous h would

increase the emotional reaction excited by the word was
far from their thoughts, since they inserted it likewize

in such words as gospel, gizzard, gossip, etc., producing
the forms ghospel, ghizzard, ghossip, etc., from which
the h was in time simplified away, as it was also, in

Holland, from the Dutch equivalent gheest, later geest.

It can not be supposed that our forebears faild to get

the same emotional reaction from gost that we do from

ghost. No more is it to be expected that future gen-

erations, reverting to the earlier form, and bilding

their mental associations around it, wil hav a different

experience.

"Ugliness" Merely Strangeness

What we call "ugliness" in the new forms is thus

seen to be merely strangeness. When the sense of

strangeness wears away, the impression of ugliness wil

disappear with it. The new forms shock us now only
because we so seldom see them. Those who habitually
use them find them far more pleasing than the pre-

vailing forms, because they ar economical, reasonable,

logical, appropriate, and conform to a consistent and
harmonious plan. As they come into more general
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use, we shal find the old, illogical, meaningless forms,
encumberd with useless and misleading letters, more

"ugly" than the new.

The Good of the Many
Even if it could be proved that simplified spelling

would always be les attractiv to the eye than the con-

ventional spelling, we should not be justified in oppos-

ing it, in view of its compensating advantages. In the

march of human progress the plesure of the few must

always giv way to the good of the many. Those who
deplored, and stil deplore, the disfigurement of city

and country senes by elevated railways, trolly-lines,

telegraf and telefone poles and wires, and many other

modern contrivances, nevertheless now find them en-

durable because of their convenience, and loudly com-

plain of any interference with their regular operation.

"I Don't Like It"

The Board believs that it has now met with logical

arguments every tipe of objection to spelling-reform in

behalf of which a plea based on reason can be enterd.

There remains one objection to which it can oppose no

argument. It is the one that voices itself in the words,
"I don't like it." For the person who is willing to take

this stand, that settles it. If he does n't like it, he

does n't, and that is all there is to it. He is by self-

confession impervious to reason on this subject.

Since, however, he assumes the privilege of spelling

as he likes, irrespectiv of all other considerations,

he can not, in fairness, deny to others the right to spel

as they like. He should not seek to enforce his un-

reasoning prejudice on those who wish to spel in ac-

cordance with reason.
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"Piece-meal" Policy

There remains to be considerd an objection, not

indeed to spelling-reform, but to the policy adopted by
the Board to bring it about. More and more fre-

quently the complaint is heard that the Board does not

go far enuf or fast enuf in its recommendations. This

criticism comes, of course, from enthusiastic spelling-

reformers who, with their eyes fixt firmly on the goal,

fail to see, or affect to disregard, the rufness of the road

that leads to it.

The more loudly and powerfully this form of criti-

cism is voist, the more successful the Board wil re-

gard its efforts. When it shal reflect the general

consensus of public opinion, or even the view of an

influential minority, the way wil be smoothd for a rapid

advance.

In the meantime, it asks these critics not to under-

estimate the difficulties to be encounterd, or to imagin

that they can be brusht aside by individual or spas-

modic effort.

Cutting Off the Dog's Tail by Inches

A favorit figure of speech employd by those who

object to what they call the "piece-meal" policy of the

Board is that it is like cutting off a dog's tail an inch

at a time insted of all at once.

The simile is specious but inexact, and largely de-

pends for its effect on the feeling of simpathy arousd

for the imaginary victim. The tail of a dog is an inte-

gral part of his anatomy, useful to him as a means of

expressing his emotions. Spelling is not an integral

part of language, but something added to it by man
to enable him to giv wider and more permanent ex-

pression to his thoughts and emotions an extraor-
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dinarily useful but wholly artificial appendage to lan-

guage.
The last thing that spelling-reformers wish to do is

to cut it off. Their sole aim is to make it better serv

the purpose for which it is needed and used. The pro-
cess of alteration must be to some extent tentativ and

experimental, but calls for no more simpathy than

would the shortening of an alpenstock into a cane

for a lame man, or the removal of caked mud, burs,
and porcupine-quils from the tail of Ponto. The latter

operation might giv some trouble and perhaps pain,

but would universally be recognized as being for the

benefit, not only of the tail, but of the dog that wagd it.

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING BOARD
1 Madison avenue, New York

March, 1920



HANDBOOK OF SIMPLIFIED SPELLING

PART 3

RULES AND DICTIONARY LIST

INTRODUCTION

Scope of the Handbook

Part 1 givs a brief account of the origin and his-

tory of the movement for a more reasonable spelling

of English, and states the principles the Simplified

Spelling Board has adopted in its efforts to hasten

the progress of this movement.

Part 2 sets forth the leading arguments in favor

of the simplification of English spelling, and replies

to the objections commonly made by defenders of the

current orthografy.

Part 3 presents the rules for simplified spelling

that the Board recommends for general use at the

stage the movement has now reacht, a special list of

words in simpler spellings not coverd by the rules,

and a dictionary list of all the words in common use

changed in spelling by these recommendations.

Plan of Revizion and Selection

Experience gaind in its activ field campains had

indicated that some of the rules and spellings of the

4 progressiv lists previously issued wer unlikely to

win quick acceptance at this time, and so wer likely to

retard the acceptance of the others. The Board,

accordingly, thru the Filology Committee, undertook

in 1916 a sistematic revizion of the rules in the light
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of this experience, and the selection of those most

suitable for present emfasis.

The Filology Committee, after long-continued and

painstaking investigation and deliberation, submitted

its report in 1918. Its recommendations wer adopted,
and ar incorporated in the following pages. All of

the rules hav been reformulated and ar now self-in-

dexing. Some of them hav been extended; some hav

been restricted; others hav been consolidated; sev-

eral of the old rules hav been omitted, tho not dis-

carded; a few new rules hav been added.

Importance of Example
The simplifications of spelling now recommended ar

so reasonable, and present so few difficulties iether

in learning or using them, that the Board hopes, and

asks, that all who beliey
in the importance of the re-

form wil make profession of their faith by adopting
these simpler spellings in their correspondence and,

as far as possible, in print. Reform in spelling can

be brought about only by abundant practis, thereby

setting an example to others les wel informd, most
of whom wil gladly follow so reasonable a usage as

soon as they perciev that it is also good usage.

Concentration on Present List

The Board does not contemplate issuing any further

lists until the rules of this list shal be widely adopted.

Progress for some time to come wil be markt rather by
the successiv adoption of the spellings now proposed
than by the proposal of additional changes in advance
of the capacity of the public to assimilate them. For
the present the Board wil concentrate its efforts on the

attainment of this end.
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Later Steps

The Board believs, however, that when the public
shal in time become accustomd to seeing and to using
the simplified spellings of this Handbook, and shal per-
ciev their reasonableness, it wil be redy to take another

step forward by adopting several more radical but no
les reasonable simplifications. Such a step might in-

clude making a definit choice of c or k for the sound

unambiguously represented by k; and the substitution

of s for c pronounst like s, of z for s pronounst like z,

and of j for g pronounst like j. All these changes ar

perfectly reasonable, ar in accord with fonetic prin-

ciples, and together they would simplify and regulate

the spelling of a very large number of words in fre-

quent use.

The Long Vowels and the Difthongs

So far as the consonants ar concernd, indeed, the

simplification of English spelling presents few difficul-

ties that can not be satisfactorily overcome with the

present alfabet. The notations of the long vowels and
the difthongs, on the other hand, present such difficul-

ties that the Board has, in regard to them, thus far

confined its recommendations to cases that involv

merely dropping silent letters or preference for the

prevailing among conflicting and perplexing analogies.

Their regulation must wait until scolars can come to

more general agreement on the subject, and until lay-

men ar better prepared to accept the judgment of

experts. This wil only be when the remaining irregu-

larities become so painfully apparent, amid the regu-

larity otherwize prevailing in English spelling, that the

demand for their notation on a sientific basis wil be

irresistible. It wil be the last step to a completely

simplified English spelling.
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Freedom of Action

In the meantime, while the spellings of the Hand-
book ar in every case those that the Board recom-
mends for use in the present stage of the advance, it

is assumed that individuals wil feel free to use other

forms that they prefer. For example, the Board now
recommends the spelling scool as at any rate better

than school. Those, however, who believ that the final

choice of the letter invariably to indicate the k sound
should be k, and not c, and who wish to set an example
for others to follow, wil write skool.

The first condition of rational progress in spelling

reform is that persons who know, or who think they

know, how words should be speld, should recover some-

thing of their former freedom to spel in accordance

with individual judgment. Only in that way can there

be a wholesome rivalry of forms with ultimate survival

of the best.

The Board does not expect any one to adopt a spelling

that, to him, suggests a pronunciation at variance with

his usage.

Those whose temper moves them to act as pioneers,

or as skirmishers ahed of the main column, render

exceptionally valuable service if they lead in the indi-

cated direction. They wil find the Board prepared and

eager to enlist them and to equip them, to point out the

way, and to fortify its counsel with reasons based on

scolarship and practical experience.

CHARLES H. GRANDGENT,
CALVIN THOMAS,

Filology Committee.



RULES FOR SIMPLIFIED SPELLING

RECOMMENDED BY THE SIMPLIFIED SPELLING BOARD

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Rules Self-indexing

For convenience of reference the rules for simplified spelling

hav been made self-indexing and ar arranged in the alfabetic

order of the letters or combinations of letters simplified.

Inflections and Derivativs

In forming inflections and derivativs of words simplified in

the primitiv, if the suffix is not simplified, the spelling follows

the prevailing practis. In doutful cases this has been indi-

cated iether in the examples or in an appended note.

According to an "orthografic rule" cited in the leading

dictionaries, if the suffix begins with a vowel, and the primitiv

ends in a single consonant, the consonant is doubld only when
it is preceded by a single strest vowel; and even then not

always, since h, j, v, w, x, ar not normally doubld in

English spelling.

The Simplified Spelling Board accepts this principle, but

does not recommend the doubling of the final consonant of

the primitiv in cases in which the current orthografy calls for

only one consonant in the inflected or derived form. Thus

the Board spels ad, added; ruf, ruffer; del, dettor (for debt,

debtor); but ded, deden (for dead, deaden); etc.

Tipografy of Rules and Examples

Words used as illustrations in the rules and examples ar

printed in italics, if new spellings; in roman, if given as pre-

ferd or alternativ spellings by one or more of the leading

American dictionaries (Century, Standard, Webster's) and
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not qualified as "simplified," "new," "obsolete," or the like.

Examples of incorrect forms ar printed in light-face; index

words and letters and illustrativ letters, in boldface r

regulativ words, in SMALL CAPITALS.

RULES

se, ce, initial or medial. SPEL e.

EXAMPLES: cidopedia, esthetic, medieval, fenix, ma-
neuver, subpena;

BUT: alumnae, striae, etc.

NOTE, se, ce, ar now usually written ae, oe.
Other cases of ae, oe, medial, as in canoeist, Gaelic,
subpenaed, etc., ar not affected.

bt pronounst t. DROP silent b.

EXAMPLES: det, dcttor, dout, indctted, redout.

NOTE. RETAIN b, when pronounst, in subfo7(e).

ceed final. SPEL cede.

EXAMPLES: excede, precede, succede.

ch .pronounst like c in car. DROP silent h, EXCEPT before

e, i, y.

EXAMPLES: caracter, clorid(e), corns, cronic, eco, epoc,

mecanic, monarc, scalar, scool, stomac
y tecnical;

BUT: architect, chemist, monarchy.

double consonant before e final silent. DROP last 2
letters.

EXAMPLES: bagatel, bizar, cigaret, creton, crevas, gavot,

gazet, giraf, gram, program, quadril, quartet,
vaudevil.

double consonant final. REDUCE double to single; BUT
in -11 only after a short vowel, and in -ss only in

monosillables. RETAIN gross, hiss, off, puss.

EXAMPLES: ad, bil, bluf, buz, das, dol, dul, eg, glas } les,

los, mes, mis, pas, pres, shal, tel, wil;

BUT NOT: al for all, rol for roll, needles for needless, etc.
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e final silenjb. In the following cases DROP e :

a) After a consonant preceded by a short vowel strest.

EXAMPLES: bad (bade), giv, hav, liv, centiped (when
so pronounst).

6) In ar(e), gon(e), and in wer(e) when not pronounst
to rime with there.

c) In the unstrest final short sillables ide, He, ine,

ise, ite, ive, pronounst as if speld id, il, in,

is, it, iv.

EXAMPLES: activ, bromid, comparativ, definit, de-

termin, engin, examin, favorit, genuin, hostil,

iodin, imagin, infinit, nativ, opposit, positiv,

practis, promis, textiL

NOTE. The ordinary use of e final after a

single consonant is to indicate that the preceding
vowel has a pronunciation different from that which

it would normally hav if the consonant in question
wer final, as in bar, bare; hat, hate; her, here; them,

theme; sir, sire; bid, bide; con, cone; run, rune.

Hence the e final is retaind in such words as arrive,

care, confuse, fine, mile, polite, ride, rode, and also

in bromide, iodine, etc., when pronounst with the

i of line, side.

d) After Iv and rv.

EXAMPLES: involv, resolv, Iwclv, valv; carv, curv,

deserv, serv.

e) After y or z when preceded by a digraf represent-

ing a long vowel or a difthong.

EXAMPLES: achiev, believ, deciev, freez, gauz, leav,

reciev, sneez.

/) In oe final pronounst o.

EXAMPLES: fo, ho, ro, to, wo.

NOTE. RETAIN e in inflections -oed, -oes ;

as foes, not fos; hoed, not hod.
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ea pronounst as in head or as in heart. DROP the silent

letter.

EXAMPLES: bred, brekfast, hed, helth, hevy, insted, lether,

plesure, welth, wether; hart, harty, harth.

ed final pronounst d. When the change wil not suggest a

wrong pronunciation, DROP -silent e, REDUCING a pre-

ceding double to a single consonant.

EXAMPLES: anserd, cald, carrid, delayd, doubld, employd,
examind, fild, followd, marrid, pleasd, preferd, re-

cievd, robd, signd, troubld, sneezd, struggld, traveld,

worrid, wrongd;
BUT NOT: bribd for bribed, cand for caned, changd for

changed, fild for filed, pried for priced, usd for

used, etc.

NOTE. The e is retaind only in cases where it has

by convention a diacritic use, to indicate a preceding
long vowel, or in the case of consonants, c sibilant or g
pronounst j.

ed final pronounst t. When the change wil not suggest a

wrong pronunciation, SPEL t, REDUCING a preceding
double to a single consonant, and CHANGING ced, seed,
final, to st.

EXAMPLES : askt, fixt, helpt, indorst, wisht; addrest, kist,

past, shipt, stopt, stuft; advanst, announst, commenst,
invoist, notist; acquiest, effervest;

BUT NOT: bakt for baked, deduct or dedust for deduced,
fact or fast for faced, hopt for hoped, etc.

NOTE. The e is retaind only in cases where it has

by convention a diacritic use, to indicate a preceding

long vowel, or in the case of consonants, C sibilant or g
pronounst j.

ei pronounst like ie in brief. SPEL ie.

EXAMPLES: conciet, deciev, inviegle, iether, reciev, wierd.

ey final unstrest pronounst like short y final. DROP silent e.

EXAMPLES: barly, chimny, donky, journy, mony, pully,

trolly, vally, whisky.
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gh pronounst f. SPEL f; DROP the silent letter of the

preceding digraf.

EXAMPLES: cof, draft, enuf, laf, ruf, tuf.

gh pronounst like g in gas. DROP silent h.

EXAMPLES: agast, gastly, gerkin, gost, goul.

gm final. DROP silent g.

EXAMPLES : apothem, diafram, flem, paradim.

gue final after a consonant, a short vowel, or a digraf repre-

senting a long vowel or a difthong. DROP silent lie;

tongue SPEL lung.

EXAMPLES: catalog, dialog, harang, leag, sinagog;

BUT NOT: rog for rogue, vag for vague, etc.

ise final pronounst as if speld ize. SPEL ize.

EXAMPLES: advertize, advize, apologize, enterprize,

franchize, itemize, merchandize, rize, surmize, sur-

prize, wize.

mb final after a short vowel. DROP silent b.

EXAMPLES: bom, crum, dum, lam, lim, ihum;
BUT NOT: com for comb, torn for tomb, etc.

^fvf v f-'f f'rt V. (' 5 -
,

Oil before 1, pronounst like o in bold. DROP silent u, EXCEPT
in solll.

EXAMPLES: bolder, colter, mold, molt, sholder.

ough final. SPEL o, u, ock, or up, when pronounst as if

so speld; SPEL plow.
EXAMPLES: altho, -boro, boro, do, donut, furlo, tho,

thoro; thru; hock; hiccup.

Olir final, with OU pronounst as a short (obscure) vowel.
DROP u.

EXAMPLES: color, favor, honor, labor, Savior.

ph pronounst f. SPEL f ,

EXAMPLES: alfabet, emfasis, fantasy, fantorn, fonograf,
fotograf, sulfur, telefone, telegraf.
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re final after any consonant except c. SPEL er.

EXAMPLES: center, fiber, meter, theater;

BUT NOT: lucer for lucre, mediocer for mediocre, etc.

rh initial. DROP silent h.

EXAMPLES: retoric, reumatism, rime, rom (rhomb), ru-

barb, rithm.

SC initial pronounst as if speld s. DROP silent c.

EXAMPLES: senery, sented, septer, sience, simitar, sissors;

BUT: scatter, scooner, sconce, etc.

u silent before a vowel medial. DROP u.

EXAMPLES: bild, condit, garantee, gard, ges, gide, gild.

y between consonants. SPEL i.

EXAMPLES: analisis, fisic, gipsy, paralize, rime, silvan,

sithe, tipe.

SPECIAL LIST

Words in recommended spellings not governd by the pre-

ceding rules:

aker



DICTIONARY LIST

SIMPLIFIED SPELLINGS OF WORDS IN COMMON USE

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Scope

The choice of words in the following list has been based on

selections made by different lexicografers for inclusion in

various popular scool and desk dictionaries containing from

60,000 to 80,000 words. The object has been to supply a list

that wil meet the ordinary needs both of the general public

and of students and professional men and women.

Tipografy

Words ar arranged alfabetically according to their simpli-

fied spellings. Words printed in boldface follow the spel-

lings of the Rules and Special List. Words printed in

roman ar simpler of alternativ spellings in good usage.

A dash before a word indicates that it is an inflected form

of a verb that is not simplified in the primitiv.

In most cases only the primitiv (or, if the primitiv is not

simplified, one simplified derivativ) is printed in fill. In-

flected and other derived forms ar indicated merely by their

terminations. Thus, accouter, -d, -ment stands for ac-

couter, accouterd, accouterment. When the terminations

ar not direct additions to the printed word, a half parenthesis

is inserted afterthe letter that they follow. Thus, abridg (d,

-ment stands for abridge!, abridgment.
When a word has two pronunciations in good usage, the

alternativ spelling, to accord with the corresponding pro-

nunciation, is indicated in parentheses, thus: aquil(iii

(or -me). Here -ine is in roman because aquiline is the con-

ventional spelling, to be retaind if the indicated pronuncia-
tion is preferd.
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When the Rules so change the appearance of a word as to

render its meaning or pronunciation doutful, the nature of the

simplification is indicated in italics, thus : bel (I
=

lie) . A su-

perior numeral indicates which one of two or more identical

letters in a word is affected. Thus, acronic (i=y; c*= ch)

shows that the conventional spelling is acronych. If the

simplified spelling does not follow the Rules, as in the case

of words in the Special List and of some alternativ spellings,

the other form is given in roman inclosed in parentheses,

thus : aker (acre) ; bang (bhang) .

Verbal inflections (-ed, -ing), when given, ar first in

order after the word, and ar set off by a semicolon from the

other derived forms. These, in turn, ar set off by a semi-

colon from the compound derivativs, if given.

Omitted Forms
To economize space, the following forms, tho given in

special cases, hav commonly been omitted :

-ed, -ing ; -able, -er, -ical, -less, -ly, -ment, -ness ;

terminations indicating inflections and derivativs regularly

formd from words simplified in the primitiv (see page 5) .

-ization, -izer, -izement; terminations indicating sub-

stantivs regularly formd from verbs in -ize.

be-, dis-, em-, en-, in-, inter-, mis-, pre-, re-,

lin-; derivativs beginning with these prefixes. Thus, for

becalmd, see calmd, etc.

fore-, out-, over-, under-, up- ; compound derivativs

of which any of these words is the first element. The second

element wil be found in its alfabetic place.

compound words ; whether simplified in the first or the

second element. Thus for gristmil, see mil; for cros-

examiii, see cros and
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abandond
abasht

abatia

abtyy, -lei

abhord
ablsm, -al

ablss, -al, -Ic

ablate
abollsht

abortiv
abraslv
abrest (e=ea)

abrldg(d, -ment
abrogati?
absinth

absolv, -d
absorbd

absorptlv
abstalnd

absterslv
abstractly
abusiv
acalef, -an, -old
acanthin
acceleratlv
acclalmd

acclimatize
accommodate
accomplisht

accouter, -d; -ment
* accretlv
accumulate

accurst

accusatlv
accustomd

acefalous
acetilene

achiev, -d; -ment
acknowledged, -ment

acockbil
acolite
acotiledon
acoufone
acquiest

acquisltlv
acromat(lc, -ism, -Ize

acronlc (i =y; cz =ch)
actlv
actualize

ad (d =dd)
adamantln
adaptlr
addltiv

addld
addrest

adductlv
adhesiv
adinamfia, -ic, -y (i

1 = y)

adltum (i=y)
adjectiv
adjoind
adjournd
adjudg(d, -ment

adjunctiv
adjustiv
admesuree, -ed, -ing
administerd

administrate
admissiv
admixt
admonisht

admonitiv
adoptiv
adornd
adsorbd

adulterin
adumbrate
advanst (st =ced)

adventiv
adversatlv

advertizee, -ment (or

-ement)
ad viz (e, -ory
adz

aero(curv, -flte, -grafy,
-hidroplane, -me-
cauics, iic.

aery
afas(ia, -ic (f = ph)
afebril

afelion
afomiia, -Ic

afere(sls, -tic

affectlv
afflanst (st

= ced)

affirmed, -ativ

affixt

afflictiv

afTrontiv

afill(ous (f = ph; i=y)
aii(s, -d, -des
afor Is (111, -t, -tic

aforize
afrit

aftha
agast (g =gh)

agglomerate
agglutinativ
aggrandiz(e, -mcil.t (or

-ement
aggregativ

aggreset, -slv

aggriev, -d

aggroupt
agil, -ly

agon (n =ne)
agonize
agraf(/ =ff$
abed (e =ea)
ahul
algret

aild

aimd
alrd

ak(e, -ed, -ing; -er (ache)
aker (acre)

alarmd
albatros

alcoholize

aldehide
alexifarmic
alfa

alfabet, -Ic, -ize

alimentate
alimentiv
aline, -d; -ment
alissum
alizarin

alkal(i, -in (or-ine), -inity,

ize, -oid

alkoran

allayd
allegorize

alleluia

alleviate
alliterate
allowd
alloyd

alluslv

all(y, -les (y=ey)
alo, -es (o = oe)

alodi(um, -al

alp (in (or -ine)

alredy
alteratlv

alterd
alternativ
altho

alumin

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages 11 and 12
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alv(ln (or -ine)
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argumentstiv
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bastardize
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bowerd
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calmd
calv, -<!; -s

camberd
cameleon
camfene
camfor, -ate, -ic

camomile
campaln, -<I

campt
canal (d, -ing, -ize

cancelat(e, -ion

cancel(d, -ing; -ation
cand (d=ned)
candid (d*=ed)

candituft
candor
cankerd
cannoiid

canonize

canopid
cantaloup
cantcrd
cantond

canvas, -t, -inn: -cr, -cs

ca(os, -otic (c = ch)

caparisond
caperd

capitalize

capt
captaind

captlT
carac
caracold (d = cd)

caracter, -d; -istic, -izc,

-y
carameld

carb(id (or -ide)

carb(in (or -ine)

carbohidratc
carbonize

carburet(ed, -ing; -er

carburize

cardiograf, -ic, -y
careend
careerd
carest (t =scd)

carfology
carm (in (or -ine)
carminativ

carol (d, -ing; -er

caromd
carousd
carpenterd
carpt
carrid

eartograf(y, -er

cartoond
cartouch

cartulary
carv, -d
casein

cashierd
casht

casino
cask (casque)
casm (c =ch)

cassockt
caster

castld

cataclism, -al, -ic, -1st

catacre(sis, -tic

catafonic, -s

catafract

catali(sis, -tic

catalog, -d, -ing; -cr

catar, -al

catastrof(c, -ic

catechize

catecumen, -al

catercorncrd
caterd
caterwauld

cathcd, -cd, -ing
cathodograf
catholicize

caucus(t, -ing
caulin

< iiusul, -atlv
cauterize

cautiond
cavernd
cavil (d, -ing; -er

cavilicrd
cawd
ceast

cec(um, -al

cedrin

cefalic

ccfaiopod, -a, -an, -e,

-ic, -ous
ceild

eel, -d
celiac

celenter(a, -ata, -ate, -e

cenobit(e, -ic

cenotaf, -ic

cenozoic
censord
censt

center, -d; -board, etc.

centi(gram, -liter, -meter

centi(ped (or -pede)

centralize

centupld
cerealin

cerograf, -Ic, -1st, -y
cervin
cesium
cespito(se, -us

cesura, -1

ch- (pronounst k, see C-)

chaf, -t

chafferd

chagrlnd
cbaind
chaird
chalist (at =ced)
chalkt
chambcrd
chamferd
championd
champt
chanceld

chancelor, -ship
channel(d, -ing
chanst (st

= ced)
chant

chanty
chapt
chaptcrd

char (r =rr)
chard (d =rcd)
charmd
charterd
chastend

chastiz(e, -ment
chatterd
cheapend

check, -t (cheque)

checker, -d; -s (chequer)
checkt
cheekt
cheept
cheerd

chcmisct
cherish t

ches, -man, etc.

chetah
chevid
chevrond
chewd

chicot
chil, -blain

chil(e, -ous (i =y)
chiliarc

chilifactKon, -v

chilif(y, -ication

chim(e, -ous (i=y)

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages 11 and 12
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chimer(a, -ic
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colonize
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councilor
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decamp!
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dlna(mic, -meter, -mite
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eager (er =re)

ear(d, -markt
earnd
eartht
easd

eavs, -drop, -dropt
eb, -d
ebonize
echelond
ecllpst

eclog

eco, -ed, -ing; -es (c =ch)
ecolog(y, -ic, -ist

economize
ecumenical
eddid
edg(d, -ewize

edil(e, -ian, -eship
educativ
cductlv
edulcorativ
efemer(a, -al, -id, -idae,

-is, -on
effaciv
effect!v

en*erves(t, -civ

efflorest (t=ced)
effusiv
eflattes

efod
eg, -d; -nog, -plant
egis

egret
eidograf
eightlfold
ejectiv
el, -wand
claborativ

elapst
elbowd

electiv
electrin
electrize

electrodinamic, -s

dor (roll is is, -ite, -itic,
-ize

electro (motiv, -negativ,
-positiv

electrotecnic, -al, -s

electrotip (e, -ic, -ist, -y
cleemosinary
elefant, -In, -iasis

eliminativ
clisi(um, -an

elitr(on (or -um)
elucidativ
elusiv
elvs

em- (see note, "omitted

forms.")
cmanativ
cmancipativ
embalmd
embarkt
embarrast
embellisht
embezzld

emblemize
embost

01 n fa i sis, -size, -tic

emfisema
emir
oinlssiv

emotlv
cmplrea(n, -1

cinplrcuma, -tic

employd
cmprize
emptid

cmulativ
cmulslv
en- (see note, "omitted

forms.
1

')

enabld
enactiv
enamel(d, -ing; -cr, -ist

enamor, -d, -ing

cncefal(on, -ic, -ous
enchlma
enclcllc, -al

enciclopedi(a, -ac, -al,

-an, -c, -st

encist, -ation

encori(al, -c, -ous, -stic

encounterd
encroach t

endeard
endevor, -d

end(iv (or -ive)

endoflllous

endofit(e, -al, -ic, -ous
endorst
endowd

endwlze
enfranchize
engin, -d; -ry
engineerd
engiisht
engrost
enhanst (st=ced)

enigmatize
enjoind
enjoyd
enlightend
enounst (st=ced)
enricht,

enrol, -d, -ing; -ment
cntaild
enterd

enterprize
entertai iid

enthimeme
enthral, -d; -ment
entranst (st =ced)

enuf
enumerativ
cnunciativ
envelop, -t

envid
environd

enzim
eolian

con, -ian

eparc
epaulet, -ed

eplcalix
cpicicKe, -Ic, -old
epifany
eplflte

epiginous
epigraf, -Ic, -1st, -y
epigram, -d, -Ing; -atic,

-a t ism, -atist, -atlze

epilog
epistile (i*=y)
epistrofe
epitaf
epitomize
epoc, -al

eponim, -Ic, -ist, -ous
equal(d, -ing; -ize

equestrien
oqiKln (or -ine)

equipt
equivoke
er, -d
era

eradicativ
erect (11, -iv

ergograf
erisipel(as, -a (ous, -old

ermin, -d
erosiv

erupt!v

escaflopt
escar, -otic (c -ch)

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages 11 and 12
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escatology
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fattend
favor, -d
favorit
fawnd
fayd
feard

febe (f = ph; e*=ce)
febril

fec(es, -al

federativ

feez, -d

feignd
fel, -d

fello, -es (o =oe)
ft' iiiin in

fenacetln
fenic
fenlx

fenogam, -la, -Ic, -ous
fenol
IV no in en on, -al

fenst (st=ced)
feof, -ment
fer(in (or -ine)
fermentativ

ferri(d, -man
ferrotipe
fertil, -ize

fervor

fes

fesant (f = ph; e=ed)
festerd

festiv

festoond
fetcht

fether, -d; -y; -bed, etc.

fetish, -ism

fet(or, -id

fetterd
fettld

fo I nis, -al

feverd
flbd

fiber, -d
fibrin

ficolog(y, -Ic, -1st

fict(Il, -iv

flddld

fidget (ed, -ing; -y
Bftlfold

flgd
ften rat iv

flke, -net (i =y)
til, -d (I H )

filacter, -y
fllander, -d

fllanthrop(e, -Ic, -1st, -y
fllatel(y, -ic, -ist

filcht

fllfot ( y)
filharmonic
filibeg

fllibusterd

filippic

filistin, -ism
fillip (t, -ing

flllis (f = ph; ii=y)
fillium

fillo(clad, -de, -gen, -Id,

-fore, -me, -taxis,

-xera, etc.

filmd

filogen(y, -esis, -etic, -ic

filolog, -ic, -ist, -ize, -y
filological (f = ph; i l =y)
filomath, -ic, -y
filomel

filopena
filoprogenitiv
filosof, -er, -ic, -ism,

-ist, -istic, -ize, -y
filter, -d
filter (f = ph; er=rc)
fllum

flnanst (st=ced}

finger (d, -bredth
flnisht
flrrnd

flsht

flslc, -t, -king; -ian, -ky
fish ( s, -al, -1st

fislognom(y, -er, -ic, -1st

flslolog(y, -ic, -1st

flsfque
fissll (I =Ze)
fisticuf

flto(grafy, -fagous
-logy, -id

Bxatlv
fixt

flz, -d (z=zz)
flz (f = ph)

flzzld

flag(d, -staf
flaild

flanch, -t

flankt
flanneld

flapt
flasht
flattend
flatterd

flavor, -d; -oua
flawd
flaxt

flayd

fiebotom(y, -ist, -ize
fleckt

fledg(d, -ling
fleerd

fleest (st=ced)
Ho in, -gmatic

flesht

flewd

flex(t, -II

fliblow, -n (i=2/)
flica tcher (i=y)

flickerd

flickt

flier

flimflamd
fllncht

fllpt

flitterd

flo, -es (o =oe)
flockt

flogd
flogist(on, -Ic

floord

flopt
flos (s =ss)
flounderd
flounst (st=ced)
flourd
flourish!

flowd
flowerd

flox (f=ph)
fluf, -t

flunkt
flunk (y, -ies

fluor(id (or -ide)

fluor(in (or -ine)

flurrid

flusht
flusterd
flutterd

fluviatil

fluxt

fo, -es; -man
foald
foamd
fobd
focus (t, -ing
fodderd
fogd

fog(y, -ies

foild

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages 11 and 12
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followd
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generald
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haggld
hagiograf(a, -al, -er, -y

haild

hair(d, -bredth
halid

hallowd
halterd

halv, -d; -s

hammer(d, -bed
hamperd

band(bredtb, -cuft, etc.

handicapt
handld
hangd
hankerd
hankt

hansel, -d, -ing

happend
hapt

harang, -d
harast

harbor, -d; -age
hardend

hare(bcl, -braind, etc.

harken, -d, -ing
harkt
harmd

harmonize
harnest
harpoond

harpsicord
harpt

harquebus
harrid
harrowd

hart, -ake, -felt, etc.

barton, -d

harth, -stone
hart(y, -ler, -lest
hashish
hasht
haspt
hastend
hatchel(d, -ing
hate lit

hauld
hauncht

hav
havoc, -tj

bawd
hawkt
hayd
heald
heapt

heav, -d; -s

hecatom (m =mb)

heckld
hectograf, -t

hecto(gram, -liter, -meter
hectord

bed, -ed, -ing; -er,

-ship, -y; -ake, etc.

hedgd
heeld

hel, -ward
helicopter
heliograf, -t; -ic, -y
heliotip(e, -ografy, -y
hclmd
helpt

helth, -ful, -some, -y
helv, -d
hemal
hemat(in, -ite, -old, -ology
hem(d, -sticht

hemisfer(c, -ic, -oid
hemistic (c =ch)
hemoglobin
hemorag(e, -Ic

hemoroid, -al, -s

hemostatic
hendiadis ({2 = y)

henpeckt
hepta(cord, -teuc
heresiarc

bermafrod(ite, -Hie
heroin (n = ne)

heteroginous (i=2/)
hcteromorf(ic, -ism,

-ous, -y
hctcronim, -ous
hether, -d; -y
heven, -ward
hev(y, -ier, -iest,

-Iweigbt
hewd

hexastiie

hibrid, -ism, -Ize, -ous
hiccof, -t, -fing
hiccup, -t, -ing
hidatid (V=v)
hidra, -hedcd
hidragog
hidrangea
hidrant
hidr(ate, -ic, -ous
hidraulic, -s

hidro- (hydro-), etc.

hidrocefal(ous, -oid, -us

hidro(cioric, -cyanic,
-dinamics, -fltc,

-lite, -mecanics

hldrofobl(a, -c

hidrogen, -on.,, -ize

hidrograf(y, -e^ -ic

hidroxil

hlerarc, -al

hierofant, -ic

hierogiif, -ic

hieromartir
hifen, -d; -ate, -a (ion

higgld
hight (height)
highten, -d, -ing

higieii(e, -ic, -1st

higromct(er, -ric, -ry
higroscop(e, -ic

hil, -d; -man, -top, etc.

hilism (;i =j/)

hilo(theism, -zoism
himen, -eal

himenopter, -a, -ous
himu, -d, -ing; -al, -ic,

(

-1st, -ody, -ografy,
-ologist, -ology

hinderd
hinnid

hipallage
hiper- (hyper-), etc.

hlpcrbol(a, -e, -ic

hlperborean
hlpercritic, -al, -ism
hlpertrof(y, -id

hipno(sis, -tic, -tlsm,
-tlst, -tize

hipo- (hypo-), etc.

hipocondri(a, -ac, -um
hipocri(sy, -t, -tical

hipoderm, -ic

hipofige (i
l = y; i-=y)

hipofosf(ate, -ite,
-orous

hiposta(sis, -tic

hiposulflte
hipotenuse
hipothecat(e, -Jon, -or

hipothe(sis, -tic

hippofag(y, -1st, -us
hippogrif

hipt
hirax
hircin
hison
hissop

hist (t =sed)
histcrl(a, -c, -cs

historiograf(y, -er
hitcht

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages 11 and 12
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ho, -ed, -Ing; -eg
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inslnuatlv
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knackt
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Hverid
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metempsicosis
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narcotln
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ox(id (or -ide), -idize
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perox(id (or -ide
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poultlst (st=ced)
pou list (st =ced)
pourd
powderd
powerd
powwowd

practis, -t

praisd
prankt
pranst (st=ced)

praseodimium
prattld
prayd

pre- (see note, "omitted

forms.")
preacht

precatlv
preceptlv

preclplst (st =ced)
precluslv
precurslv
predial

predictlv
preemptlv

preend (d=ed)
prefast (st=ced)

prefect
preferd

prehensil
prejudlst (st =ced)

preluslv
premcditativ
premis
premize
prenomen

prentist (st=ced)

preparatlv
prepenslv
prepositlv

prepossest
prepostor
preraffaelit(e, -Ism
prerogativ
pres, -t; -man, etc.

presbiter, -ial, -y
presbiterian, -ism
prescriptiv
preserv, -d; -ativ

presumptiv
pretens(e, -t

preterit,* -ion, -iv

preter(mit, -mission

preternatural, -ism

pretor, -ial, -ian, -ship

prevaiid
preventiv

previ/(e, -ion

preyd
prickt
prigd
prlmd (d=med)

primeval
primitiv

prlncipld
pringld
prlnkt
prisond

pristin
prlvatlv
probativ
proced(e, -ed, -ing; -s

procest
proclaimd

procrastinativ
procreativ
product (11, -iv

profecy
profest

profes(y, -led; -ier

profet, -ess, -ic

profferd
profilactlc

program, -d, -ing; -atic,
-er, -ist

progres(t, -slv

prohlbitlv
projectil

prolapst
prolog
prolongd

promts, -t

promotiv
prongd
pronounst (sliced)

propagativ
propeld
propertid
proportlond
propt

propulslv
proscriptiv
prosellt(e, -ism, -izc

prospectiv
prosperd

protectiv
proteoli(sis, -tic

protomartir
prototip(e, -al, -ic

protractiv
protrus(il, -iv

provisiond
provocativ

prowld
psalmd

pseudomorf, -ism, -ous
pseudonlm, -ous
pshawd

psicalgia
psichic, -al

psicoflsi(cs, -ology

pslcolog(y, -ic, -ical,-ist

psicopath, -ic, -ist,

-ology, -y
psicosis
psy- (see psi-)

pterldofit(a, -e, -ic

pterodactil
ptomain

publish!
puckerd
puddld

pueril
puf, -t; -ball

pugd
pulcritude
puld (d =led)

pull y, -ies

pulpt
pulsatdl, -IT

pulst
pulverize

pummel(d, -ing

pumpt
puncht
pund (d=ned)
punish!

punitiv
pupt

pur, -d

purchast
purfld

purgatlv
purificatlv
purld

purlin
purlolnd
purpld
purpos(t, -iv

purst
purveyd
pusht

put (t =)
putatlv
putrefactlv
putterd
puttid
puzzld

py- (see pi-)

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages 11 and 12
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reprehensiv
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sardonix
sasht

satir, -ic (i=y)
satirize

saturn (in (or -ine)
saunterd
saust (st =ced)

savanna
savior

savor, -d; -y

saw(d, -mil
saxofone
sc- (pronounst s, see S-)

scabd
scafoid

scalawag
scald (d =led)

scallopt
scalpt
scamperd
scampt
scand

scandalize

scard
scarft

scarpt
scatterd

sclerenchima (i=y)
scof, -t

scolar, -ship
scolastic, -ism
scoliast, -ic

sconst (st
= ced)

scool, -d; -book, -house,
-mate, -room, etc.

scooner
scoopt
scorcht
scornd
scotcht

scotograf
scourd
scowld
scrabbld
scrambld
scrapt
scratcht
scrawld
screakt
screamd
screecht
screend
screwd
scribbld

scrimpt
scrold (d =led)

scrubd
scruf

scrupld
scrutinize

scuf, -t

scuffld

scul, -d

sculpt
scumbld
scumd
scurrid

scurril
scutcht
scuttld
seald
seamd
searcht
scard
seasond

scclusiv
secretiv
sectil

sectiond
secularize

sedativ
seductiv

seeld (d=cd)
seemd
seept
seesawd
seethd

segregativ
seind

seismograf, -ic, -y
sel (I =11)
selectiv

selenograf(y, -er, -ic

selvs

seirtafor(e, -ic

semidetacht
send, -ed (s

= sc)

sen(e, -ery, -ic (s=sc)
sen(il (or -ile)

sensitiv
senst

sensualize

sent, -ed (s=sc)
sentenst

sentimentalize

sentinel(d, -ing

separativ
septet

septcr, -d

septicem(ia, -ic

septupld
sepulcher, -d

sepulcral
sequesterd

scraf, -ic, -im
scrafine

sergen(t, -cy
sermonize

serpent(in (or -ine)

serrid

serv, -d
serviet

serv(il (or -ile)

sessil

set (t=tt)
scttld

scventifold
severd
sewd
sewerd

sextet

sextil

sextupld
sfalerite

sfenoid

sfer(e, -ed; -oid, -oidal,
-ular, -ule

sferic, -al, -ity, -s

sfigmo(graf, -gram,
sfigm(us, -ic, -oid
sfincter

siinx, -es

sfragistics
shackld
shadow (d, -graf
shagd

shal (I =11)
shallowd
shambld
shamd (d=mcd)

shammy (chamois)
shampood
shankt
sharkt
sharpend
sharpt
shatterd
shawld
sheaft
sheard
sheath (d (or -t)

sheav, -d; -s

sheerd
shel, -d; -bark, -fish, etc.

shellac, -t

shelterd

shelv, -d; -s

sherif, -alty, -dom, etc.

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages 11 and 12
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shi(ly, -ness
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slum-lit
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stapld
starcht
stard
startld

starv, -d; -ling

stationd
statuet
steamd

stearin

sted, -ed, -ing; -fast

sted(y, -id, -ying; -ier,

-lest, -ily, -Iness

steeld

steepld
steept
steerd

stelth, -y
stemd
stencil (d, -ing; -er

stenograf, -er, -ic, -y
stept

stcreograf, -Ic, -y
stereotip(e, -ic, -ist, -y

steril, -ize

sternd
sternutativ
stewd

stic (c=ch)
stickld

stif, -backt, -neckt, etc.

stiffend
stifld

stigmatize

stil, -d; -born, etc.

si Hi t, -ar, -et, -iform,
-old, -ometer, -us

stil(c, -ed, -ing
stil(e, -ish, -ist, -istic

stilograf, -ic, -y
stiimie, -id, -ying
stimulativ

stippld
stiptic, -ity

stird

stitcht
stockt
stold (d=ed)

stomac, -t

stoold

stoopt
stopperd
stoppld
stopt
storid
stormd
stowd

straddld
straggld
straightend
straind
straitend

strangld
strapt

stratigraf(y, -ic

strayd
streakt
streamd
strengthend

stres, -t

stretcht
strewd

stricn(ia, -in (or -ine)

stringd
stript

strobfil (or-ile)

strof(e, -Ic

strold (d=led)
stropt
strowd
struggld
strumd
stubd
studid

stuf, -t

stumbld
stumd
stumpt
stund

stupefactiv
stutterd

suasiv

subbed, -ed, -ins (e =ed)
subjectiv
subjoind

subjunctiv
subleast
submerst

submissiv
subornd

subpena, -ed, -ing

subserv, -d
subsidize

subsoild
substantiv
subsumptiv
subtil (or suttil)

subtitld
subtractiv

subtresur(y, -er

subversiv
succed(e, -ed, -ing
successiv

succor, -d

succum, -d, -mlng
succus(t, -siv

suckid
suckt

SUd (d =dd)
SUf, -t, -fillg (uj

sufferd
suffixt

suffocativ

suffraget
sugard

suggestiv
sulfate

sulf (id (or -ide)
sulfohidrate

sulfur, -ate, -ation,

-ecus, -ic, -ous, -y
sulfuret, -ed, -ing

sulkt
sumac
sumd

summarize
summerd
summond
sunburn (d (or -t)

sun d, -rize

sunderd
super (ad, -calendcrd,

-drednaught,
-endowd, -fluxt,
-sensitiv

superlativ
superviz(e, -al, -ion,

-or, -ory
suppld

suppletiv
suppositiv

suppres(t, -siv

suppurativ
supt
surceast
surcingld

suretiship
surfas t (st=ced)

surmize
surname

surpast
surplist (st=ced)

surpriz(e, -al

surrenderd
surr(y, -ies

surtaxt

surveyd
susceptiv
suspensiv

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages U and 12
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sustalnd
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tlfoon (i=y; f=-ph)
tlfuis, -old, -ous
tlghtend

tlgrln
tike

til, -d
tlllerd

tlmberd
tlmpan, -ic, -u in

tlnd (d = ned)

tingld
tlnkerd
tlnkld
tlnkt

tinseled, -ing

tlp(e, -ed, -Ing; -1st

tlpewrltee, -er, -1st

tlpiecal, -fy
tlpograf, -er, -ic, -y
-tlppld
tipstaf, -s

tipt

tlpto, -ed, -Ing; -eg

tlranet, -Ic, -Iclde, -Ize,

-ous, -y
tiro

tlslc, -al, -ky
tlsls

tltlllatlv

tltld

tltterd

to, -ed, -Ing; -es (o=oe)
toadld
toboggand
toddld

tof ( us, -1

togd
toggld
tolld

tokend
told (d=ed)
told (d = led)

tomahawkt
tomally
tombd

tonsllltls

toold
tooth (t, -ake

topografey, -er, -ic

toppld
topsiturvy

topt
tort II, -lv

tos, -t; -pot, -up
totaled, -ing
totterd

tourd
tourmalin

tourn(y, -tes

tousld
towd
towel(d, -Ing
towerd

toxem(ia, -ic

toxin

toyd
trachlt(e, -Ic, -old

trackt
tract (11, -IT

trafflct

tragedien
tralld

tralnd

trammel(d, -ing; -er

trampld
trampt

tranquilize

transalpln
transcrlptiT

transfer (d, -Ing; -able,

-ability, -al, -ee, -er,

-erence, -or

transfixt

transformed, -atlv
transfusiv

transgres(t, -siv

tranship, -t, -ping; -ment
transitlv

transmissiv
transmutatlv

transpierst (st = ced)
transt (st =ced)
trapt
trasht
travalld

traveled, -ing; -er, -og
traverst
travestld
trawld

treatls
trebld

trecherey, -ous
tred, -Ing; -er; -mil
trediee, -d
trefiii r, -ed

trekt
trelllst

trembld
trencht
trepand

tres, -t

trespast

trestld

tresur(e, -ed; -er, -y
trlangld

tribrac

triclciee, -d; -1st

trickld
trlckt

tricolor, -d
tricord (c =ch)
tricotomy

trifld

triformd
trifthong, -al

trigd
trigllf

trlgraf
tril, -d
trimd
trlpld

tript

triptic (i*=y;c=ch)
trisail (ii = y )

trlsillabeie, -ic
trlst (i=y)
trisulf(id (or -ide)

trlumf, -t; -al, -ant
trlvalv

Inn-air, -al

troclea, -r

trocold

trof, -t (of=ough)
trof(y, -Id

trogloditee, -Ic
trold (d =led)

trolley, -id; -ics

troopt
tropofllous
tropofitee, -ic

trotht
troubld
trounst (st=ced)

'

trouser(s, -d
trowd
trowel(d, -ing
truckld
truckt
trudgd
truffid

trumpt
trundld
trunkt

trus, -t (*
2 =sed)

tubd
tubercld

tuch, -t; -y; -stone, etc.

tuckerd

See Explanatory Notes on Tipografy and Omitted Forms, pages 11 and 12
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tuckt
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watered, -inark t, etc.



30 WORDS IN SIMPLIFIED SPELLINGS

For the benefit of busy men and women who would
like to begin the use of some simplified spellings with-

out taking the time to learn the Rules, and in response
to many requests for a short but representativ list of

words in simplified spellings, the Board has made the

following selection from the examples under the Rules.

The words of the list hav been chosen with special

reference to use in correspondence, and include the five

tipe-words, catalog, program, tho, thoro, thru, of the

list of TWELV WORDS adopted by the NATIONAL EDUCA-
TION ASSOCIATION in 1898, and since then used by it in

all its official publications and correspondence :

LIST OF 30 WORDS
ad enuf shal

addrest fil(dj shipt

anser(d) fixt tel

ar giv telefone

askt hav (al)tho

bil(d) insted thoro (ly, -fare, etc.)

buro liv(d) thru (out)

catalog program twelv

det reciet wil

engin reciev(d) yu

Leaflets containing the LIST OF 30 WORDS, with

suggestions for extending the use of simplified spelling

"by applying the principles illustrated by the 30 Words
to the spelling of other words in their respectiv classes,

wil be supplied free on request specifying quantity
desired. (See next page.) Address:

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING BOARD, 1 Madison av., New York.



HANDBOOK OF SIMPLIFIED SPELLING
Owing to the present (1920) high prices of printing,

paper, and binding, the Board is compeld to make a

sufficient charge for the HANDBOOK to cover the cost of

manufacture and shipping, as follows:

HANDBOOK OF SIMPLIFIED SPELLING
Containing Parts 1, 2, and 3, complete, 128 pages

In hevy boards, cloth back ONE DOLLAR

In strong paper covers FIFTY CENTS

Maild to any address on reciet of price. Remit to

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING BOARD, 1 Madison av., New York.

To RECIEV THE HANDBOOK FREE, JOIN THE

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING LEAG

(See next page.)

SEPARATE PARTS OF HANDBOOK

Single copies of the separate parts of the Handbook

may be had without charge on application by mail to

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING BOARD, 1 Madison av., New York.

FOLDERS AND LEAFLETS

REASONS AND RULES FOR SIMPLIFIED SPELLING, an

8-page folder; and the 30 WORDS leaflet (see preceding

page), suitable for inclosing with correspondence, wil

be sent free to all who ar willing to assist in making
known the purposes of the Board. Please specify

quantity desired. Address SIMPLIFIED SPELLING BOARD,
1 Madison avenue, New York.



SIMPLIFIED SPELLING LEAG
All who ar interested in the movement to improve

English spelling, and who wish to advance it, may do
so by joining the Simplified Spelling Leag.

The Leag was establisht in 1920 as an auxiliary of
the Simplified Spelling Board.

The Board has no endowment.

It depends for support on the voluntary contributions

of its members and frends.

It has no salarid officers.

Every dollar recievd is 100 percent efficient.

If you believ in simplified spelling,

JOIN THE LEAG
Do IT NOW, and reciev FREE a bound copy of the

HANDBOOK OF SIMPLIFIED SPELLING

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING LEAG
CLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP

Member Annual Subscription. . $10.00

Associate
" "

.. $1.00

Life Associate One Payment $10.00

Fellow (Life Member)
" ' "

$100.00

Patron (Life Member)
" "

$1,000.00

Make all checks and mony orders payable to the

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING BOARD. Mail to the SIMPLIFIED

SPELLING BOARD, 1 Madison avenue, New York.

Associates wil reciev free a copy of the HANDBOOK
bound in paper on payment of first annual subscription

($1). Associates who pay two annual subscriptions in

advance ($2), and Members, wil reciev the Handbook
bound in boards.
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